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FOREWORD 

This paper, the fifth publication in the Historical Analysis Series, 

addresses the role of the United States Army in the Dominican Republic 

intervention of 1965. Conducted by the 82d Airborne Division, the operation 

encompassed unilateral combat and peace-keeping duties as well as 

participation in a regional, multinational peace-keeping military force. The 

only coalition military force ever fielded by the Organization of American 

States, the Inter-American Peace Force signified a peak in regional cooperation 

in the Americas. 

For operation planners, Army leaders, and students of military or 

diplomatic history, this study provides an opportunity to examine the role of 

large-scale military intervention as an integral part of American foreign policy 

execution. President Lyndon 8. Johnson used American military force to 

support the diplomatic settlement of the Dominican Civil War and the violence 

and threat of Communist expansion it possessed. As commander of American 

ground forces, Lt . Gen. Bruce Palmer, Jr., implemented procedures which 

stressed often changing defi nitions of American neutrality , restraint by the 

individual soldier, and cooperation and coordination with the U.S. Department 

of State, the Organization of American States, and the six-nation Latin 

American contingent to the Inter-American Peace Force . General Palmer's 

ability to deal with political organizat ions and his determination to support 

American diplomatic initiatives with the application of firm, but rest rained, 

military force is a model for future coalition operations. 

A pertinent sec tion of this paper examines the perceptions, apprehensions, 

and debates within the Organization of American States that surrounded the 

formation of the Inter-American Peace Force. The organization's members 

faced a major dilemma -- did the viole nce and possible th reat of Communist 

expansion in the Caribbean justify their perceived threat of an American return 

to unilateral military interventionism? The manner in which they dealt with 

this problem not only formed the basis for establishing the Inter-American 

Peace Force but greatly inf luenced both President Johnson's decision to 

intervene and the subsequent conduct of the entire operation. 
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PREFACE 

At 0200 on Friday, 30 April 1965, a rebel gunman atop an apartment 

building in Santo Domingo turned his head skyward toward the increasing drone 

coming from a flight of unseen aircraft. As his eyes adjusted to the night skies, 

he saw an undulating procession of flashing red lights descending from above 

the Caribbean toward an unknown destination to his east. Aboard these aircraft 

were Maj . Gen. Robert H. York and paratroopers of the 3d Brigade, 82d 

Airborne Division, preparing to land at San Isidro Ai rfield, some ten miles east 

of the city. Minutes later the lead aircraft touched down, marking the third 

armed intervention by American forces into the Dominican Republic during the 

twentieth century and the first such expedition by the U.S. Army. President 

Lyndon B. Johnson ordered the division to the island to protect the lives of 

American citizens living in Santo Domingo, to establish stability amidst the 

chaos of revolution, and to prevent a Communist takeover of the nation. 

The brigade's arrival, on the heels of two successful Marine evacuations of 

nearly 2,000 people f rom Santo Domingo on 27 a nd 28 April, came as a surprise 

to the international community. Although willing to accept the evacuation of 

civilians endangered by the growing troubles in the Dominican Republic, that 

community saw the introduction of American combat troops as di rect 

intervention into internal matters of a sove reign , however chaotic, nation. As 

U.S. paratroopers undertook comba t a nd peace-keeping ope rations, the 

intervention became the focus of cont roversy and outrage throughout Latin 

America and within the U.S. Congress. Dudng the next few weeks, the numbe r 

of U.S. soldiers in the Dominican Republic increased rapidly as the remainder of 

the 82d Airborne Division arrived in a massive airlift that st retched Air Force 

transport to its limit . Shortly thereafter, the division began a yearlong mission 

of peace-keeping and of providing humanita r ian aid to the residents of the 

embattled island. The U.S. Army's ability to produce a military stalemate in 

Santo Domingo, first alone and later as a member of the Organization of 

American States' <OAS) Inte r- American Peace Force, allowed diplomats to 

resolve a civil war and return the island to peace. This Army role graphically 
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illustrated how military objectives must be subordinated to political goals to 

achieve success. 

Within this paper I have examined the operations which U.S. Forces, 

Dominican Republic, undertook to carry out its presidential mission as both a 

unilateral force and a member of a multinational military organization. This 

study addresses the causes for the intervention and its effects on the Dominican 

Republic and on U.S. relations with Latin America. To conduct this analysis I 

have set the complex actions of the key players into a sequence that can be 

seen in proper perspective. The concerns of the president, Departments of 

State and Defense, and members of the Organization of American States 

together influenced the actions of the U.S. force commander, Lt. Gen. Bruce 

Palmer, Jr. 

Distinct phases of the intervention reflected changing concerns of U.S. 

policy makers as the operation progressed. As these concerns shifted, so did 

the manner in which U.S. Forces, Dominican Republic, worked toward 

accomplishing its mission. Several sections of the study deal with causes, 

actions, or results of the intervention to show how these considerations 

affected U.S. military operations in the Dominican Republic. Events detailed 

within these sections cannot, and should not, be looked upon as occurring in 

isolation but rather as interrelating and simultaneously affecting the entire 

operation and the way President Johnson and the Joint Chiefs of Staff dealt 

with it. This interrelationship means that a strict chronology of events would 

not prove the most illuminating method of examination, so I have concentrated 

on major events or periods of time in which U.S. actions pursued specific goals. 

Within these divisions, however, I have addressed the finite elements of the 

overall operation. 

The massive introduction of the 82d Airborne Division halted the 

Dominican revolution in midstream, protected American civilians' lives, and 

kept the country from falling into the Communist camp. Although President 

Johnson's goals were achieved, was the overall operation a long-term success, 

or did the intervention simply postpone an inevitable situation -- one that may 

require the United States to take similar actions in the future, and, if so, should 

the military response follow the example established in 1965? These questions 

must be answered to judge the intervention comprehensively. 
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Any examination of the 1965 intervention must also address the important 

area of perception, not only Johnson's perceptions of the dangers that an 

unstable and possibly leftist Dominican Republic would present to our national 

security but also the perceptions held by Latin American leaders. This study 

identifies several differences in perception within the western hemisphere 

regarding both the possible threat of Communist expansion and the use of 

American military intervention to prevent it. Indeed, the very principle of 

intervention appears to have two distinct definitions within the region. To 

many in the United States, direct intervention is generally to be avoided but is 

viable when other means have failed to contain communism. To many in Latin 

America, U.S. interventionism was, and still is, a major threat to sovereignty -

a threat equally as dangerous as the possibility of Communist expansion) 

Having long suffered during periods of U.S. political and economic expansion 

within the region, the people of Latin America have continued to resist returns 

of interventionism. This deeply rooted fear was reinforced in 1965 and 

continues to be significant. 

The complexities of the Dominican intervention demand that analysis 

address more than military operations. There was no doubt that military 

actions were essential in stabilizing the violent situation that existed in Santo 

Domingo in 1965, and there is little question that the 82d Airborne Division was 

successful in subduing the Dominican combatants. The additional, and in this 

case all-important, consideration which must be analyzed is that of diplomatic

military operations. In 1965 our national policy makers used the Army to 

support and enforce a diplomatic resolution of the conflict. 

Today, conditions in the Dominican Republic -- indeed, in the Caribbean 

basin in general -- are not unlike those of two decades ago. National economies 

have continued to falter, with many of the region's countries facing real 

dangers of bankruptcy. Growing populations are placing increased demands on 

governments for better standards of living, health care, education, and 

consurner goods. Popular expectations continue to outpace achievements by 

either local governments or national economies. Resulting frustration and 

relative deprivation have caused political and social turmoil accompanied by 

greater Communist influence and activity. 
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U.S. economic and security interests have remained strong in both the 

Dominican Republic and the Caribbean basin. U.S. foreign policy makers have 

long accepted that the Caribbean's economic development, political stability, 

and ability to resist Communist incursions are of primary political and strategic 

importance. The 1983 incursion in Grenada, and the continuing military and 

economic commitment to Central America, have shown the emphasis which our 

political leaders place on this volatile region. 

A great number of people have been especially helpful during the 

production of this study. Discussions with action officers at the Latin 

American Division of the Defense Intelligence and Analysis Center, Political

Military Branch of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and 

Plans, and Department of the Navy OP613 at the outset helped to focus the 

study and relate it to current conditions. 

My search for information brought me in contact with many who provided 

the utmost cooperation and, in more than one instance, a great deal of 

patience. At the Center of Military History, Miss Hannah Zeidlik provided 

original historical studies and chronologies, while Ms. Carol Anderson and Ms. 

Mary Sawyer provided extensive library support . 

I appreciate the patience and expertise of the archive staff at the 

Military History Institute, Dr. Richard Sommers and Mr. David Keough, for 

their assistance in obtaining original personal papers and oral histories. Mr. 

John Slonaker assisted in my search for secondary studies both at the institute 

and at the U.S. Army War College, and lowe special thanks to Mr . Randy 

Raker, keeper of the historical records vault, for his ti reless efforts in locating 

and providing me with copies of vital operational histories and after-action 

reports. 

Perhaps the greatest single contributor to my work was Dr. Lawrence 

Yates of the Combat Studies Institute, U.S. Army Command and General Staff 

College. His expertise on the subject, his willingness to share his opinions and 

collected documentation on the Dominican intervention, and his review of the 

draft manuscript were essential to completing the study within time and travel 

constraints. 
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Mr. David Rogus and Mr. Neal Petersen, and the Foreign Affairs 

Information Management Center of the U.S. Department of State, provided 

access to the personal papers and memoranda of several key diplomatic 

personalities who brought the Dominican Civil War to an end. At the 

Organization of American States' Columbus Memorial Library, the assistance of 

Sra. Myrian Figueras, Research Librarian, was invaluable, since my mastery of 

the Spanish language leaves many areas for improvement. 

I would especially like to thank those who, in addition to Dr. Yates, 

reviewed the draft of this study and provided their insight and observations: Dr. 

David F. Trask, Dr. Alexander "Sandyll Cochran, Jr., Lt. Col. Robert Frank, Lt. 

Col. Richard O. Perry, Maj. Peter Kozumplik, Maj. Bruce Pirnie, and Dr. Edgar 

Raines (all from the Center of Military History); Dr. Walter Poole (Joint Chiefs 

of Staff Historical Division); Capt. John Williamson and associates (History 

Department, United States Military Academy); and Mr. Neal Petersen 

(Department of State). And, without the fine work of Ms. Joyce Hardyman, my 

editor, and Ms. Linda Cajka, who produced the cover design and did all of the 

maps and graphics, this project could not have been completed. To those I have 

failed to mention by name, thank you as well. 

Finally, my deepest appreciation goes to my bride, Rebecca. Not so much 

for coining "You're not an historian till the world says you're an historian," but 

for always listening and giving me the courage to face just one more rewrite. 

For interpretations and errors of fact or omission, I alone retain full 

responsibility. 

Novernber 1986 
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CHAPTER I 

Historical Background 
Once considered the jewel of the Caribbean, the Dominican Republic has 

a long and violent history. This small nation has been subjected both to rule by 

colonial powe rs and, after independence, to a long succession of corrupt 

military and civilian leaders. Throughout the yea rs it has been the object of 

numerous American military and economic interventions, and it has remained 

economically dependent on the United States. (Map~) 

The root cause for the 1965 civil war, which led to President Johnson's 

decision to commit U.S. combat troops to the island for the third time in the 

twentieth century , lay in the turbulent history of the Dominican Republic . 

Dominican perceptions of power and long-established violent means of using it 

to achieve political change did little to promote either political maturity or 

democracy in the republic. The thirty-year dictatorial rule of Generalissimo 

Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina epi tomized Dominican political immaturity and 

resu lted in the nation being thrown into chaos after his assassination in 1961. 

The political vacuum that Trujillo left behind would have direct and long-lasting 

effects, and it pushed the nation toward civ il war in 1965. 

From Discovery to Trujillo 

Christopher Columbus discovered the island of Hispaniola on 5 December 

1492, during his first voyage to the New World, and c laimed it for the Spanish 

monarchy. Santo Domingo, founded by Columbus' brothe r , Bartholomew, on 4 

August 1496, became the first permanent Spanish settlement and the seat of 

early Spanish power in the Americas. Originally the Spanish used the island for 

agr icu lture -- coffee and sugar , and in 1520 they introduced African slaves to 

supplement native Arawak Indians whom they had pressed into slavery) With 

the discovery of gold and silver in the New World , t he Spanish government soon 

lost interest in Hispaniola and diver ted its attentions toward Mexico and Peru . 

The slaves remained and became the basis for the Dominican popuJa tion. 

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the island was a haven for 

Caribbean pirates a nd buccaneers. In 1585 Si r Francis Drake, the English 
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privateer, captured Santo Domingo, the capital of the colony which bore the 

same name, from the small Spanish garrison and held it for ransom. In the mid-

1600s French buccaneers captured the western part of Hispaniola, known as St. 

Dominique, and renamed it Haiti. Spain did not challenge their actions. 

In 1801 loca1landowners and merchants repelled the first Haitian invasion 

of the colony of Santo Domingo. These Haitian attacks occurred periodically 

until 1822 and continued, although with less regularity, well into the twentieth 

century. Bolstered by success against the Haitians and French reluctance to 

post large numbers of troops on the island after 1803, Dominicans drove the 

French from Santo Domingo in 1809. At the request of Dominican planters, 

Spain resumed control. Having little desire to garrison many troops on such 

relatively unprofitable soil, Spain once again lost the colony in December 1821, 

when Jose Nunez de Caceres seized the government, declared Santo Domingo 

independent, and named the former colony the Dominican Republic. In what 

may have ended the shortest experience of independence in the New World, 

Haiti invaded in January 1822 and conquered the new republic in less than thirty 

days. 

The Dominican Republic finally achieved independence in 1844. Led by 

Juan Pablo Duarte, Francisco del Rosario, and Ramon Mella, Spanish colonists 

drove the Haitians out of the country . Together with other prominent families 

from the 1844 revolution, the Imberts and the del Prados, these leaders began 

to form a pOlitical legacy based on power struggles between contending 

personalistic power brokers, or caudillos. 

The country continued to suffer from this form of power politics where 

ability and competence were always subordinated to personal appeal and family 

posltlon. Political development was almost nonexistent. In 1861 and 1869 

Dominican presidents attempted literally to sell the country. In 1861, President 

Buenaventura Baez succeeded in having his country annexed for a price by 

Spain, but four years later another revolt by plantation owners and merchants 

overthrew the Spanish government for the final time.2 In 1869, President 

Ulysses S. Grant ordered U.S. Marines to the island for the first time. Pirates 

operating from Hai ti had been raiding U.S. commercial shipping in the 

Caribbean, and Grant directed the Marines to stop them at their source. 

Following the virtual takeover of the island, the Dominican president offered to 
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sell the country to the United States for $100,000 in cash and $50,000 in 

armament credits) Although President Grant supported the arrangement, the 

Senate, under the leadership of abolitionist Charles Sumner, failed to pass the 

annexation legislation.4 

American military intervention occurred again in 1905 when President 

Theodore Roosevelt, amidst a rising threat of European interventionism in the 

hemisphere, sent the Marines to Santo Domingo. A civil war on the island had so 

depleted the national treasury that European nations were threatening to seize 

the country to get payment on their loans. To prevent this, Roosevelt had the 

Marines seize the Dominican customs house and administer repayment. Forty

eight percent of the customs duties received went to the Dominican 

government, with the U.S. Navy Department using the remaining 52 percent to 

repay foreign debts.5 Following the seizure, Roosevelt received an offer from 

the Dominican president, Ulises Heureaux, to annex the republic; unlike Grant, 

he rejected it.6 

On 5 May 1916, President Woodrow Wilson ordered the Marines back to 

Santo Domingo to quell domestic violence and economic chaos. This time they 

stayed for eight years to manage the country's finances and preserve the peace, 

and the U.S . Navy Department virtually ran the entire country. American 

troops left in 1924 after the election of General Horacio Vasquez and as 

European involvernent with the hemisphere withered following World War I, 

although American control over the customs house continued until 1941. Much 

of the resentment Dominicans expressed toward the United States in 1965 was 

linked directly to this earlier military occupation of the island'? 

Before the election of Rafael Trujillo in 1930, there had been 123 political 

heads of state in the Dominican Republic since independence in Ig44~ Most of 

them came from the military and displayed less than admirable public 

consciousness. The country had little experience in democratic government or 

in nonviolent political development.8 John B. Martin, fonner ambassador to the 

Dominican Republic and special assistant to the president in 1965, aptly 

described the island's history when he referred to it as showing " •.• no 

development of social or political institutions. It shows no growth as a 

nation.,,9 



The Trujillo Era 

Rafael Trujillo began his ascent to power through the national police in 

the 19205. Vacancies above him occurred periodically, through sudden death, 

retirement, or resignation, and Trujillo was promoted into them. Then, by 

filling his vacated position with a protege, Trujillo built a power base with 

which he could influence others to seek retirement or new careers. In 1927 he 

became the chief of the national police and principal adviser to President 

Horacio Vasquez. The following year TrujiUo formed the Dominican Secret 

Police, which he headed, and converted the national police into an autonomous 

paramilitary force under his direct command. In 1930 he marshaled his 

supporters and his forces and successfuUy ran for office in a typical Dominican 

election where power and coercion replaced free choice and accurate ballot 

counting. 

Early in his presidency Trujillo developed considerable mass support 

within Santo Domingo, thanks in great measure to a natural disaster. Shortly 

after he took office, a hurricane destroyed most of the city. He rebuilt Santo 

Domingo, renamed it Ciudad Trujillo (Trujillo City), and began to fill his 

pockets with diverted funds and construction kickbacks. The pattern of gaining 

financially from public office was not new in the Dominican Republic. Trujillo 

simply refined the process and took the tradition to new heights. He was an 

ardent anti-Communist and an economic nationalist who took great pride in 

developing Dominican industry and manufacturing as long as he, and his family, 

received their share of the profits. At the time of his death in 1961, Trujillo 

and his immediate family had amassed an estimated worth exceeding $800 

million, owned one-third of all arable land in the country, and controlJed two

thirds of Dominican sugar production. lO 

Rafael Trujillo ruled the Dominican Republic for thirty years as a ruthless 

dictator and became one of the most graphic examples of a Latin American 

caudillo ever to hold office. During his long regime the country had no 

independent legislature, judiciary, or political opposition. He used the secret 

police extensively to eliminate political opposition and to prevent several coup 

attempts during and after World War II. The secret police allegedly murdered 
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more than 500,000 people during the Trujillo e ra, including some 37,000 

Haitians. Another 1,500 victims were squatters whom Trujillo ordered 

eliminated after being asked what he was going to do about their setting up a 

shantytown on the outskirts of Santo Domingo.! I 

In June 1960 the Organization of American States' Human Rights 

Commission issued a scathing report on violations in the Dominican Republic. 

Supported by the U.S. State Department, the commission accused Trujillo of 

II flagrant and numerous violations of human rightsl1 against the citizens of the 

Dominican Republic. 12 Trujillo retaliated against the chief proponent of the 

report, Venezuelan President Romulo Betancourt, by actively supporting an 

assassination attempt. The plot failed and Trujillo's involvement in the 

conspi racy became public in a report by the OAS Counc il's (the organization's 

general assembly) investigating committee. Composed of representatives from 

the United States, Argentina, Mexico, Panama, and Uruguay, the committee 

verified Dominican complicity and placed responsibili ty on "high officials" 

within the government. 13 

Responding to a Venezue lan call for collective action, on 20 August 1960 

the OAS Council passed a resolution invoking diplomatic and economic 

sanctions against the Trujillo government. The resolution, passed fourteen to 

one (the Dominican Republic dissented while Brazil, Argentina, Guatemala, 

Haiti, Paraguay, and Uruguay abstained), marked the first time that the 

organization had taken such actions against a member nat10n.1 4 As a show of 

support, President Dwight D. Eisenhower suspended all economic and diplomatic 

relations with the Dominican Republic. Trujillo attempted to placate both the 

Organization of American States and the United States by resigning from 

office, allowing Vice-President Juaquin Balaguer to assume the pres idency and 

announcing that he would support Balaguer's plans to democratize the 

country.l5 None of these actions we re sincere. Although Trujillo was no longer 

the president, he continued to wield power, and the democratic plans he spoke 

of were empty promises. 

Trujillo was assassinated on 31 May 1961 by a small band of conspirators 

led by Antonio de la Maza and Antonio Imbert Barrera.l 6 The coup attempt 

that fo llowed failed to seize power and all of the conspirators except Imbe rt 

we re found and executed by Ramfis Trujillo, the dictator's son, who remained in 
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de facto control of the government for the next six months through his position 

as commander of the armed forces. Trujillo's brothers, Hector Bienvenido and 

Jose Arismendi Trujillo, returned to the country and began immediately to plot 

against President Balaguer.l 7 On 18 November 1961, as a planned coup became 

more evident, U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk issued a warning that the 

United States would not "remain idle" if the Trujillos attempted to "reassert 

dictatorial domination" over the Dominican Republic . 18 Following this warning, 

and the arrival of a fourteen -vessel U.S. naval task force within sight of Santo 

Domingo, Ramfis and his uncles !Jed the country on 19 November with $200 

million from the Dominican treasury. 

President John F. Kennedy's show of naval force in 1961 continued what 

had been the preferred method of displaying American might in the Caribbean 

since World War llj that is, to have forces visible but not sent ashore. This 

action was consistent with his desire to continue the American policy of 

avoiding direct intervention if results could be achieved by threat of arms. 

President Johnson and the Joint Chiefs of Staff contemplated a similar course 

of action in 1965 but rejected it in light of rapidly moving events in Santo 

Domingo and administration fears of another Cuban-style Communist takeover 

of a Caribbean nation. 

The Pre-Civil War Governments 

Even in death , Trujillo played an important part in events that swept the 

Dominican Republic in 1965. His ruthless elimination of political opposition 

left a vacuum in which nei ther trained subordinates nor any tradition of 

democratic principles existed. Political leaders entered office with a greater 

desire for self-aggrandizement than for public service. The coup had become 

the accepted method for political change, and only the strong leader survived. 

With the Trujillo family and most of the Dominican treasury gone, Joaquin 

Balaguer found himself president of a bankrupt nation facing growing social 

unrest. The Dominican mili tary was worried about social instabili ty and 

concerned about its own position without the Trujillos. Talk of liberalization 

within the gove rnment threatened the military's long-standing privileges and 

social stature . At the opposite end of the political spectrum, followers of Dr. 
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Juan Bosch and his newly formed Dominican Revolutionary Party (Partido 

Revolucionario Dominicano), known as the PRD, pushed for sweeping social 

reforms in reaction to Trujillo's thirty years of repression. The small middle 

class, representing political moderates, was unhappy over failing economic 

conditions and unsure about the intentions of the mil itary. The Dominican 

social stew was once again coming to a boil. 

Balaguer decided that his political survival depended on the lifting of OAS 

and U.S. economic sanctions imposed during the final days of the Eisenhower 

administration in 1960. He formed a council of state, with representation from 

the military and prominent businessmen, so as to distance himself from 

Trujillo's reign. Although the formation of the council succeeded in having the 

sanctions lifted (the Organization of American States did so on 4 January 1962 

and the United States on 6 January), the new government was unable to deal 

with domestic pressures. On 17 January 1962, General Pedro Rafael Rodriguez 

Echevarria, chief of the Dominican armed forces, overthrew Balaguer and his 

council of state.1 9 

The following day Col . Elias Wessin y Wessin, since 1961 commander of 

the 1,500-man autonomous Armed Forces Training Center at San Isidro Airfield, 

and his troops ousted General Rodriguez in a counter coup. Wessin y Wessin re

established the council of state under the leadership of Rafael F. Bonnelly, 

Trujillo's former minister of the interior, with Donald Reid Cabral, an 

American-educated automobi le dealer in Santo Domingo, acting as vice

president. Balaguer was unavailable to head the new government, having fled 

to the United States at the outbreak of the first coup. The new council 

announced elections for December 1962, the first free elections in some thirty

eight years, but did little eise.20 

On 20 December Dominicans went to the polls and elected Juan Bosch to 

the presidency by an overwhelming two-to-one margin. Bosch, who had 

remained in exile for twenty-four years before the e lection , was a magnetiC 

speaker and writer whom the American embassy considered a social 

democrat .21 Shortly after his inauguration on 27 February 1963 he came under 

verbal attack from the military and conservat ive businessmen when he legalized 

the nation's Communist parties and appointed several political liberals to his 

cabinet. 22 Bosch also pursued liberalized policies toward personal freedoms, 
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land reforms, and increased taxation of business and industry. 

In September 1963 Bosch demanded the resignation of Wessin y Wessin. In 

response, Wessin y Wessin led a successful coup against Bosch and announced, 

"The Communist doctrine, Marxist-Leninist, Castroite, or whatever it is called, 

is now outlawed.,,23 Wessin y Wessin's troops captured Bosch in the presidential 

palace on 25 September and put him aboard a plane to Puerto Rico. President 

Kennedy was outraged at the ouster of an elected government and threatened 

to sever all U.S. economic aid to the Dominican Republic, as he had already 

done following coups in Argentina, Panama, Guatemala, Peru, and Honduras 

during 1962 and 1963. Faced with this prospect, newly promoted Brig. Gen. 

Wessin y Wessin established a three-man junta headed by Bosch's foreign 

minister, Donald Reid Cabral. Having formed a new government, Wessin y 

Wessin stepped quietly back into his role as commande r of the training 

center. 24 The threat of an American economic quarantine was averted. 

The triumvirate was inaugurated on the steps of the national palace on 26 

September 1964 and immediately promised new general elections for September 

1965.25 Reid had a strong pro-U.S. economic and political policy. So closely 

was he associated with the United States and with local American businessmen 

that the American community called him Donny and his countrymen El 

Americano. Despite his American connections, he was unable to cope with the 

declining economy and the growing split between pro- and anti-Bosch factions 

in both the civilian population and the military. The younger, more liberal 

officers tended to favor Bosch's return, which the older officers vehemently 

opposed. Increasingly, Bosch made taped radio broadcasts from small stations 

in Santo Domingo and from Radio Havana calling for his return and the 

reinstatement of the 1963 constitution that was abrogated by the Wessin y 

Wessin coup.26 

The Reid council was trapped between political extremes. In attempts to 

improve the nation's economy and reduce corruption, Reid cut back the military 

budget, closed military exchanges, and stopped the lucrative smuggling 

enterprises that many senior officers had enjoyed during the Trujillo era. All of 

these programs threatened the military and produced a great deal of unrest 

among its senior leaders. At the same time, many junior officers were 

unsatisfied with the rate at which the older, Trujillo period, senior officers 
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were being retired. They felt that Reid was moving too slowly and doubted that 

the promised free elections would take place .27 

Both factions in the military were planning coups against Reid, and he 

realized that his position was becoming untenable.28 The gene ral perception in 

Santo Domingo, both at the presidential palace and in the American embassy, 

however, was that any coup attempt would not occur until election campaigning 

began in the fall of 1965. On 22 April, just two days before the start of the 

civil war, Reid told U.S. Ambassador W. Tapley "Tap" Bennett, Jr., that he was 

aware of the problems and knew of the planned coups but that everything would 

be fine for a few more months.29 Bennett, a career diplomat who had 

previously served in Bolivia and Panama but who had been in the Dominican 

Republic for only five and a half months, was convinced. On the following day 

he left to visit his ailing mother in the United States.3D 

The stage was set for civil war. The afternoon before the start of the 

rebellion the U.S. naval attache, Marine Lt . Col. Ralph Heywood, shot doves 

with Dominican General Imbert outside Santo Domingo, and eleven members of 

the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group left for a routine meeting in 

Panama. Neither Reid nor the U.S. State Department expected violence to 

erupt the following day. 
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CHAPTER II 

The Call for Help 

The Outbreak of Civil War 

With U.S. Ambassador Bennett and all but two of the Military Assistance 

Advisory Group staff out of the count ry, Reid moved against the latest threat 

to overthrow his government on Saturday, 24 April 1965. Acting on information 

he received from Chief of the Armed Forces General Riviera Cuesta that a 

group of junior office rs was planning a coup for 26 April, he revoked the 

commissions of three young lieutenant colonels and sent General Riviera to the 

16th of August Camp to collect their commissions. Instead, the officers seized 

the general. Sensing support from the population for the return of Bosch and 

the 1963 constitution, the officers announced over local rad io stations that they 

were in revolt against the Reid government and adopted the label of 

Constitutionalists. Shortly af ter the a nnouncement a second army base, the 

27th of February Camp, joined the rebellion and raised the number of 

Dominican soldiers in revolt to 1,500.1 One unit of the navy's elite frogmen 

defected to the rebellion, while the air force remained vi rtua lly intact although 

initially inactive in supporting Reid. 

Although the conspi ra tors had not anticipated seizing Gene ral Riviera, the 

event provided the catalyst for their move against Reid. 2 Wh ile the rebel 

military emptied the armories at the two camps (which contained an estimated 

20,000 weapons) , lef tist political leaders in Santo Domingo mobilized. Miguel 

Soto and Jose Francisco Pena, both leaders of Bosch's political party, took 

control of the official state radio station , Radio Santo Domingo, and urged the 

people to demonstrate in the stree t s for the re turn of Bosch and the 1963 

constitution. Announcements were broadcast that anyone who wanted guns 

could get them at the two camps. The rebel military a lso loaded some weapons 

aboard trucks and took them to la rge pa rks within the city , where they were 

distributed en masse to men , women, and teenagers alike .3 

Reid immediately called upon his se rvice chiefs to mobilize their forces 

and crush the rebellion. At the outbreak, the Dominican armed forces consisted 

of 17,610 regulars: 10,530 in the army (including the Armed Forces Training 
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Center tank corps), 3,370 in the navy, and 3,710 in the air force. 4 General 

Wessin y Wessin decided that neither he nor his a rmy troops at the training 

center would leave San Isidro to keep Reid in office . The chiefs of the navy and 

air force , Commodore Francisco Rivera Carninero and Brig. Gen . Jesus de los 

Santos Cespedes, also found it convenient to adopt a wait and see attitude 

before committing themselves, or their troops , against the rebels . Reid's only 

offer of help came from General Imbert, who proposed to attack the camps 

with national police in exchange for being named secretary of the armed forces. 

Reid declined Imbert's offer) 

A t the U.S. embassy in the hea rt of San to Domingo, Charge d'Affaires 

William B. Connett , Jr., wired the State Department wi th the first reports of 

trouble at 1530 on 24 April.6 Connett reported that although the situation was 

confused, the government would probably be able to get the support of the 

armed forces and remain in power. Late r that afternoon at Camp David, Under 

Secretary of State George W. Ball briefed President Johnson on the situation in 

Santo Domingo. 7 Since the trouble had but recently begun and American lives 

were no t in immediate danger, Johnson asked only to be kept info rmed and 

turned his attention back toward Southeast Asia . 

\'(/hat Connett and Reid had not foreseen was the rapid and surprisingly 

well organized actions of the country 's Communist-oriented political parties. 

Of these, the Soviet-oriented Dominican Revolutionary Party and the Castroite 

14th of June Revolutionary Movement, known as IJ4, were the largest and best 

organized of the nearly dozen granted lega l recogn it ion by Dr. Bosch in 1963.8 

Despite constant secret police harassment duri ng the latter part of Trujillo's 

regime, the political left had begun to organize secretly . Beginning as early as 

one half hour after General Riviera 's capture , these political organizations 

mobilized and put large numbers of armed civilians into the streets. Although 

Reid went on national television and assured the people that he was still in 

charge, bands of armed youth, Los Tigres ("the J agua rs"), swarmed through 

Santo Domingo shooting any policemen they could find . 

By Sunday morning, 25 April , conditions in the city approached chaos. III 

prepared or equipped to combat such a la rge and well armed oppOSition, 

members of the national police abandoned their posts en masse, discarded their 

uniforms, a nd either disappeared into the crowds or sought sanctuary with 
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Wessin y Wessin's forces in the eastern parts of the city. The Dominican 

Popular Movement (MPD), one of the smaller but still very active 

Communist parties, opened gas stations and distributed Molotov cocktails to the 

crowds.9 Armed bands of Castroites burned the offices of two right-wing 

parties, the National Civic Union and the Liberal Revolutionary Party; burned 

the offices of the anti-Commun ist newspaper Prensa Libre; and began to erect 

barricades along major city streets. Meanwhile, the rebel military had moved 

into the city the night before and established defensive positions at the Duarte 

Bridge and in many of the local parks. By then they were fully armed with 

mortars, machine guns , bazookas, and small arms.l O In a last-ditch effort to 

gain the support of the military, Reid appointed General Wessin y Wessin chief 

of the armed forces. 

Both Reid and the rebels were concerned about the possibility of U.S. 

intervention. Before 1000 on 25 April Connett had received inquiries from the 

rebels and from Reid about the American position. Connett told them that the 

United States would not intervene at that time to support the government,!1 

After speaking by telephone with Connett at the embassy, Secretary of State 

Rusk became convinced that the Loyalist military, now under Wessin y Wessin's 

command, would soon join the Reid junta and crush the rebellion without 

outside assistance. 

That same Sunday morning, Bosch, from his home in exile in Puerto Rico, 

spoke with Jose Rafael Molina Urena. Bosch convinced Molina Urena, a party 

leader and former president of the Congress, to become the Constitutionalist 

(rebel) provisional president until he, Bosch, could return to the Dominican 

Republic. Word of this agreement, and more specifica lly of Bosch's expected 

return, soon reached the Dominican armed forces who adamantly opposed any 

attempt to reinstate Bosch. At 1500 the service chiefs agreed to fight the 

rebels and adopted the name Loyalist for their cause; that is, loyal to the Reid 

junta and opposed to the Constitutionalists. Their belated decision to band 

together and oppose the rebels was prompted more by the growing probability 

that Bosch would return than by realloyaJty to Reid or his junta.l 2 

The military chiefs' decision to fight the rebels came too late to help 

Reid. At 1030, rebel forces under the command of Lt. Col. Francisco Caamano 

Deno stormed the presidential palace and captured Reid. For the time being 
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the Loyalist government was without a political leader and General 

Wessin y Wessin assumed the role as Its de facto head of state from his 

headquarters at San Isidro. 

Later that afternoon the Dominican Air Force attacked the .-ebel-held 

palace and other positions in Santo Domingo with rocket and machine gun fire 

from four vintage P-51 Mustangs. An American journalist, Tad Szulc, reported 

that as the aircraft attacked, thousands of people took to the streets carrying 

shards of broken mirrors and tried to reflect the sun's rays into the pilots' 

eyes)J Although one plane was lost during the raid, its loss was c.-edited to 

machine gun fire, not antiaircraft mirrors. At 1600 the Loyalist navy joined the 

fight and fired four shells over the palace from a gunboat in the Ozama 

River.l 4 The naval gunfire showed the resolve of the navy but inflicted little 

damage, and the gunboat quickly left the area for a safer anchorage. 

Apparently intended to demoralize the rebels, the attacks succeeded only 

in intimidating the more moderate rebels while strengthening the resolve of the 

Communists and other extremists within the Constitutionalists' ranks. A group 

of fifty civilians, who only moments earlier had been part of the mob of 

Constitutionalist supporters in the streets, sought shelter in the palace during 

the raid and, seeing Reid, began to shout, "AI pared" (to the wall). Colonel 

Caamano saved Reid from the mob by hiding him in the basement and later in 

the evening allowing him to escape. Reid immediately sought refuge among his 

American friends. The State Department rejected his request for asylum at the 

American embassy for fear that such a move would be seen as an American 

alliance with the Loyalists and involve the United States too deeply in the 

developing situation. At that point, the embassy staff still hoped that the 

armed forces could recapture the government from the rebels. Reid finally 

found shelter at a friend's house in Santo Domingo and remained there until 

June,l5 

The Loyalist Dominican military's refusal to support Reid actively 

precipitated his downfall more than did rebel actions during the first twenty

four hours of the rebellion. Had the Loyalist military acted earlier against the 

rebels, as both Bennett and Rusk originally expected, the rebellion would 

probably not have developed into a civil war. With Reid's ouster, Charge 

Connett telephoned Secretary Rusk and told him that the Dominican 
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Revolutionary Party and the Constitutionalist military forces had taken control 

of Santo Domingo and that "the [Loyalist] military [was] divided, ineffectual 

and undecided.u16 In Washington, Rusk informed President Johnson, who took 

the news with somber disappointment. Judging from subsequent events, 

Johnson must have pondered the results of such indecisive action by the 

Dominican military . If the Loyalist military would not, or could not, protect 

the Reid government against the pro-Bosch Consti tutionalists, wha t would 

prevent the rebels from taking control? Earlier on the morning of 25 April the 

president directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to prepare for the evacuation of 

American citizens from the island. Even as Rusk was briefing the president on 

the latest reports from the embassy in Santo Domingo, a six-ship carrier task 

group with Navy Capt. James A. Dare as commodore was already en route to 

the island from Puerto Rico. Now the discussions in the White House situation 

room turned to the possibility of armed U.S. intervention to prevent the fall of 

the Dominican Republic to the rebels and their Communist-inspired cohorts. 

The Loss of Law and Order 

Monday, 26 April 1965, was a decisive day in the Dominican Civil War. It 

marked a transition for the rebels and their Constitutionalist provisional 

government under Molina Urena. Armed civilians, under the control of the two 

major Communist parties, outnumbered the original rebel military regulars 

under Colonel Caamano. Radio Santo Domingo, now fully under rebel control, 

began to call for more violent actions and for the indiscriminate killing of 

policemen. In an effort to deter further Loyalist air strikes, rebels seized 

several air force officers' wives and families and threatened to tie them to the 

Duarte Bridge so they would be killed if the air strikes continued.!7 At this 

point Charge Connett had no doubt that the rebels were fully under the control 

of the Communist-inspired political parties. 

At the embassy, Connett, after conferring with Secretary of State Rusk 

by telephone, refused a request from General Wessin y Wessin, the de facto 

Loyalist military leader, for U.S. military assistance to crush the rebels . 

Responding to concerns in Washington about the safety of Americans amidst the 

rapidly deteriorating conditions in Santo Domingo, Connett began to coordinate 
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evacuation plans for 3,500 American citizens living in the city. He continued to 

inform Washington of the situation and of his feelings that Communists were 

wresting 

leaders. 

control of the revolution from the more moderate rebel military 

At 1230 President Johnson was briefed by Secretary Rusk, Under 

Secretary Ball, Special Assis tants to the President Thomas Mann and Jack Hood 

Vaughn, and Ambassador Bennett, recently arrived in Washington from 

Georgia.l 8 Armed with the latest situation reports from Connett, they 

discussed the revolution's changing complexion and the plans to evacuate 

American citizens. 

In Santo Domingo, fighting intensified on the 27th. (Map 1) Fifteen 

hundred Loyalist troops from San Isidro fought their way across the Duarte 

Bridge with tanks and armored cars and secured a strongpoint on the west bank 

of the Ozama River. Loyalist General Salvador Montas Guerrero, with his 700-

man force from the Mella Camp, located in the city of San Cristobal, fifteen 

miles west of Santo Domingo, led another, although uncoordinated, attack into 

the western portions of Santo Domingo. However, neither commander advanced 

or attempted to make further contact with each other or the rebels after the 

initial drive. The Loyalist Dominican Navy, which up to this point had done 

little more than remove its ships from the Ozama River, fired three shells at 

the rebel-held presidential palace and withdrew without inflicting any 

significant damage.l 9 

Rebel forces attacked the national police headquarters at the Ozama 

Fortress, located on the western bank of the river in the southeast section of 

the city, and seized another arms cache and 700 prisoners. Another group of 

armed civilians stormed into the Hotel Embajador and harassed Americans 

assembled there in anticipation of an evacuation . That incident, occurring 

without Caamano's knowledge or consent, displayed his loss of control over 

rebel paramilitary activities and proved to be a major reason for President 

Johnson's la ter decision to land the Marines. 

Ambassador Bennett returned to the Dominican Republic at 1240 on 27 

April with instructions from the president and secretary of state to take charge 

of the evacuation and to influence the Dominican military to put down the 

revolt. He was met almost immediately at the embassy by Constitutionalist 

Provisional President Molina Urena and Colonel Caamano. The two rebel 
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leaders wanted the United States to intercede and stop the Dominican Air 

Force attacks. Since Bennett thought the Loyalists were beginning to gain the 

advantage, a development which he, Rusk, and Johnson would welcome, he 

refused to intercede.20 Dismayed by this lack of support, Molina Urena 

relinquished his leadership of the Constitutionalist provisional government to 

Colonel Caamano before fleeing to the Colombian embassy, where he was 

granted political asylum . Two weeks later Caamano reflected on his meeting 

with Bennett: "We left deeply offended by his [Bennett's] attitude . • .• We 

decided to fight on with the people until we had won.,,21 

A t San Isid ro, Loyalist generals chose Air Force Col. Pedro Bartolome 

Benoit to head a new Loyalist junta composed of himself as president, Army 

Col. Enrique Apolinar Caeado Saladin, and Navy Capt. Manuel Santana 

Carrasco.22 Thus, by nightfall on Tuesday, 27 April, a new Loyalist junta had 

been formed, rebel paramilitary forces had fa lien under the control of radical 

political elements (although Colonel Caamano was now their figurehead leader), 

and the Loyalists had r"eturned to Santo Domingo, albeit in small numbers and in 

only two separate areas. 

Armed rebel civilians overran the Villa Consuelo police station the 

following morning, 28 April. The rebels summarily executed policemen who 

survived the assault but had remained in the station. Other groups of armed 

civilians ran down and shot on the spot many of those who managed to escape 

from the police station. 23 The last of the Bosch party moderates broadcast 

appeals for calm from San Isidro and urged the rebels to cease their attacks. 

Their appeals were ignored.24 The Dominican Air Force once again began to 

strafe and bomb the city. 

During the early afternoon of 28 April, Bennett cabled Washington with 

news of the "collective madness" that had engulfed the city and asked about the 

possible introduction of armed U.S. forces to protect Americans who had not 

been evacuated the previous evening by the Marines and, most importantly, to 

calm the situation in Santo Domingo. Rusk informed Bennett that, for the 

moment at least, armed intervention was out of the question "u nless the 

outcome is in doubt.,,25 The change in Rusk's attitude was founded in large 

measure on the resumption of Loyalist ai r attacks. It appeared that these 

attacks might turn the tide and bring a Loyalist victory without the 
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commitment of U.S. troops. Tha t af ternoon, the Santo Domingo 

promised Ambassador Bennett that "the st reets wou ld be 

nightfall .,,26 

police chief 

cleared by 

As soon as the situa t ion appea red to favor the Loyalists, it changed aga in. 

By noon, 28 April, rebel resistance and snipe r fire directed against the 

American embassy inc reased dramatically. Mobs of a rmed civilians roamed the 

stree ts, looting a nd burning stores and settling old scores against those 

considered Trujilloite or anti -Bosch . From his office in the embassy, 

Ambassador Bennett obse rved the wo rsening situa t ion and wondered if he had 

described it clearly to Secretary Rusk . Later that afternoon, after receiving 

two requests for U.S. forces from the police chief and Colonel Benoit, Bennett 

again wired Washington : "I recommend that se rious though t be given to armed 

intervention to restore o rde r beyond a mere protection of lives. If the present 

loyalist efforts fail, the powe r will go to groups whose aims are identified with 

those of the Communist Party. We might have t o inte rvene to prevent another 

Cuba.lt 27 

At 1800 on 28 Apr il, President Johnson app roved a Joint Chiefs of Staff 

plan to land armed Marines in San to Domingo to re inforce the embassy, protect 

Americans remaining in the city, and prevent the Dominican Republic from 

falling to the Communists. He feared tha t the Dominican Republic would 

follow the Cuban revolutionary model where a small but dedicated group of 

activists wrested the revolution from the more moderate factions . An hour 

later Johnson met wi th congressiona l leade rs to explain his actions, and at 2015 

he made a nationwide te levision address about the situation in the Dominican 

Republic. The president told his aud ience , "Hesitation or vacillation [WOUld] 
mean death for mai1y of our people as we ll as many citizens of other lands.,,28 

At midnight the embassy received a written request fo r help from Loyalist 

junta leader Benoit. Several days late r, when the 82d Airborne Division was 

ordered to the Dominican Republic, President Johnson referred to Benoit's 

request as the legal basis for doing so. "Dominican law enforcement and 

military officials had informed our embassy that the si tua tion was completely 

out of control and that the police and government could no longer give any 

guarantee concerning the safety of Ame rican or any foreign nationa1s.,,29 
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On Thursday, 29 April, the last day before the 3d ~rigade, 82d Airborne 

Division, dep loyed to the island, Washington was inundated with reports of 

continuing violence in Santo Domingo. The Dominican Red Cross estimated 

that between 1,500 and 2,000 Dominicans had died in the six days since the 

start of the rebellion and that thousands had been wounded. Ambassador 

Bennett toured the city that morning and reported to Washington that he saw 

bodies being burned in the streets and thrown into the sea in Red Cross 

attelnpts to reduce the spread of disease. 30 

That afternoon, in a teleconference between Bennett and Rusk, Secretary 

of Defense Robert S. McNamara, Under Secretary Ball, Chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff General Earle G. Wheeler, and Central Intelligence Agency 

<CIA) Director William F. Raborn, Bennett relayed information given to him by 

Msgr. Emanuel Clari zo , the papal nuncio to the Dominican Republic. The 

nuncio had told Bennett that friends of his in the Dominican Revolutionary 

Party were worried about their loss of control. The secretary general of the 

party had been removed and a fonner chief of the palace guard, a strong 

supporter of Bosch, had been executed by rebel Communists. 3l When Rusk 

asked Bennett if a rebel victory would lead to a Communist takeover, Bennett 

replied that it would. The ambassador envisioned the rebels installing Bosch for 

a brief time and then either converting or removing him in favor of a truly 

Communist regime)2 Certainly , the ambassador's feelings about the revolution 

taking place just outside his window influenced President Johnson's advisers in 

Washington and reinforced their suspicions about rebel objectives --to return 

Bosch, but only as a step toward their eventual goal of making the country 

another Cuba)3 

It was during this teleconference that Ambassador Bennett first suggest«;d 

a plan to interpose U.S. forces between the combatants as an initial step in 

stopping the violence . Following the sequestering of the rebel forces and a 

forced cease-fire , the United States would request the Organization of 

American States to negotiate a political settlement to the civil war.34 

Bennett's plan, well received by the president's military and political advisers, 

developed into the administration strategy to end the fighting in Santo Domingo 

and force a negotiated settlement. 

At 1930 on 29 April, after meeting with the principals who had just 
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finished their teleconference with the embassy in Santo Domingo, Johnson made 

his decision to employ the 82d Airborne Division in addition to the Marines from 

the 6th Marine Expeditionary Brigade.35 He was convinced that unless he 

acted, and acted quickly a nd overwhelmingly, the Dominican Republic would 

fall to the pro-Bosch faction and ultimately to communism. Johnson, who from 

the beginning had wanted the Loyalists to settle the situation, was convinced 

that they lacked the determination to do so. His decision to allow the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff to employ whatever forces they deemed necessary to subdue the 

revolution was based on his desire to end the c risis quickly, prevent a 

Communist takeover, and reduce the number of casualties on all sides through a 

massive U.S. military presence. He felt that time was running out. 

As the first elements of the 82d Airborne Division prepared to depart 

from Pope Air Force Base, Johnson ordered 1,580 Marines from Commodore 

Dare's task force ashore to protect the embassy and establish a secure area in 

its vicinity . This area later became the International Security Zone. As the 

82d Airborne Division departed Pope for Ramey Air Force Base in Puerto Rico, 

the OAS Council deba ted the si tua tion in Santo Domingo wi thout knowledge of 

the division's departure. Minutes after the Organization of American States 

passed a resolution that called for the establishment of an international 

security zone in Santo Domingo, the first transports carrying the 3d Brigade, 

82d Airborne Division, landed at San Isidro Airfield. 

The Decision To Intervene 

Since World War H, the United States had attempted to follow a policy of 

military rJnintervention in Latin America affairs. Begun by President Franklin 

D. Roosevelt's Good Neighbor Policy and strengthened by Kennedy's Alliance 

for Progress, American policy increasingly relied on economic development 

assistance and nonmilitary diplomatic pressures to effect changes in the region. 

However, there were exceptions. The policy toward Latin America had been 

one of benign neglect, interrupted occasionally by periods of ad hoc crisis 

response. 36 

Kennedy favored the use of diplomatic and economic programs such as the 

Alliance for Progress rather than military pressure to resolve internal conflicts 
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in Latin America, and he became one of the most admired U.S. presidents in the 

region. Besides Cuba, he had faced challenges in Peru, Argentina, Guatemala, 

Ecuador, Honduras, and the Dominican Republic and met each through 

diplomacy, with only the slightest use of military force. When employed, the 

military was used in an advisory role or as an implicit threat rather than in 

direct combat. Kennedy's Latin American policy was founded on the principle 

that relations would be conducted with any freely elected government and that 

the United States would support these governments against violent overthrow. 

Although Kennedy had opposed Juan Bosch before he was elected in 1962, he did 

work with him and was agitated when Bosch was deposed in September 1963. 

Despite his showdown with the Soviet Union in the 1962 Cuban missile 

crisis and his embarrassment at the Bay of Pigs, Kennedy was dedicated to 

promoting change in Latin America through democratization, cooperation, and 

economic rewards and punishments. The threat of U.S. force existed, but such 

force was not used directly. The Alliance for Progress sought to foster 

modernization through lnternal development, liberalization, and the spread of 

democratic principles. 

In the early summer of 1965, and under an administration much different 

from that of Kennedy, the violence in Santo Domingo and the threat of 

Communist expansion in the Caribbean tested U.S. foreign policy toward Latin 

America. To quell the violence and meet the perceived Communist challenge, 

Johnson changed the course of American foreign policy to one of direct military 

intervention in the Dominican Civil War. Why this departure from the general 

Latin American policy begun by Roosevelt during World War 11? One reason was 

that Johnson was obsessed with the manner in which history viewed past U.S. 

presidents. He saw what the Bay of Pigs did to Kennedy and how Eisenhower 

was criticized for having lost Cuba to the Communists. Johnson refused to take 

the chance of becoming the president who lost the Dominican Republic: "The 

last thing I wanted -- and the last thing that the American people wanted -- was 

another Cuba on our doorstep.n37 Johnson was suspicious of the rebels' true 

motivation and of Bosch's ability to control the radicals within his 

Constitutionalist movement if and when he regained power.38 Johnson's policy 

goals toward the Dominican Republic were, in order of importance, to prevent 

the establishment of another radical Castroite governmentj to establish a 
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stable, democra tic, and strongly anti-Communist regimej and to pressure the 

Organization of American States into creating the machinery for collective 

action against Communist or radical dictatorial expansion in the region. 

Even before the start of the civil war, Johnson's administration took steps 

to strengthen Reid against Bosch and his left-of-center supporters. Within a 

month of Reid's inauguration, the island received $100 million in American 

grants and aid. In return, the United States pressured Reid to institute some 

political and social reforms. Although he attempted to liberalize his country, 

these same programs contributed to his fall from grace with the military and 

resulted in his government's collapse just twenty-four hours after the start of 

the rebellion.39 

Johnson knew there would be an outcry from Latin America against a 

return to American military intervention. He mistakenly believed, however, 

that once he established a Communist link to the revolution, the major Latin 

American governments , which had already demonstrated their disdain for 

communism by ousting Cuba from the Organization of American Sta tes, would 

lend him their support. "I knew it would att ract a great deal of criticism [in 

Latin AmericaJ .•. we had tried so hard ever since the days of Franklin 

Roosevelt to overcome the distrust of our neighbors •..• I did not want those 

days of suspicion to return."40 

To establish the Communist link, President Johnson turned to his new CIA 

director, Raborn. Both men hoped that the news media could be used to present 

this link to Latin America as well as to convince the American people of the 

impending threat within the Dominican Republic. On Raborn's orders, two CIA 

lists, "Current Rebels Who Had Cuban Training" and IIRebels Who are Known 

Leftist Activists,1I were released to the press from the embassy in Santo 

Domingo and named fifty-eight Communists or Communist supporters within 

the rebel movement.41 Listed beside the names of valid Communist 

conspirators were the names of several pe rsons only loosely associated with the 

Communist movementj names were even duplicated within each list. These 

inaccuracies, and a general public distrust of the CIA's motives in releasing the 

information, did little to convince either the press or members of the 

Organization 01 American States that there was an imminent threat of a 

Cuban-directed takeover. Despite Johnson's comments concerning 1I0u tside 
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influence" at the time the lists were released, doubt was cast over U.S. 

intentions. Previously, the president had publicly defended his intervention 

solely on the grounds of protecting life and restoring order; now, he was 

stopping Communist expansion. 

The sudden emergence of the "Communist threat" in a 2 May speech by 

President Johnson to justify the employment of the 82d Airborne Division in the 

Dominican Republic came too late and with too little evidence to support it. 

Although 76 percent of the American population initially supported the Marine 

evacuation operation, less than half supported the introduction of the Army.42 

Within the U.S. Congress, a storm of protest began to brew. Powerful blocs in 

both houses never accepted the introduction of the Army as moral or in the best 

interests of the United States. J. William Fulbright, Joseph Clark, and Wayne 

Morse led the opposition in the Senate, with Sam Rayburn leading the opposition 

in the House. Fulbright took exception with both the intervention and the 

president's explanation of why it had become necessary. He commented before 

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which he chaired: "[The US] 

intervened forcibly and illegally not to save lives but to prevent the victory of a 

revolutionary movement that was judged to be Communist dominated.,,4) 

When the speaker of the House told Johnson that there weren't many 

"commies" in the Dominican Republic, the president replied that he (Rayburn) 

"just wasn't looking hard enough.,,44 This was the beginning of a long-running 

feud between the president and Congress -- a feud that would eventually extend 

to American involvement in Vietnam. Senator Morse reflected the feelings of 

the congressional opposition to the intervention when he said, "If the United 

States had limited its actions in the Dominican Republic to rescue operations, 

merely sending in troops to bring out our civilians, it would not in any way have 

interfered, even to the slightest extent, with the rights of sovereignty." 45 

Debate over the Dominican intervention spread into other areas of foreign 

policy as well . Walter Rostow, an accomplished political analyst and later 

member of the National Security Council, described the intervention as being 

"in substance and timing a rehearsal for the debate on Vietnam." As such, at 

least for Johnson, the Dominican intervention was the beginning of the loss of 

presidential credibility and autonomy in foreign affairs.46 
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CHAPTER III 

U.S. Unilateral Actions 
At sunset on Tuesday, 27 April 1965, 1,176 civilians, most of them 

Americans, began to disembark from a convoy of buses and trucks that had just 

taken them from the Hotel Embajador in downtown Santo Domingo to the small 

naval facility at Haina. Behind them, plumes of smoke and sounds of gunfire 

rose from the strife-torn city. In front of them stood the imposing steel-gray 

hulls of the U.S.S. Ruchamkin, the U.S.S. Wood County, and helicopters from 

Marine Helicopter Squadron 264, waiting to take them to safety. As the 

evacuees began their exodus, the United States entered a period of unilateral 

intervention in the Dominican Civil War -- a period that lasted until the Inter

American Peace Force was established in Santo Domingo on 23 May. 

This American military intervention, the third during the twentieth 

century, was significant for three reasons . When President Johnson ordered 

U.S. forces ashore, he redirected American policy on inte rventionism in Latin 

America. From that moment, American foreign policy assumed a more active 

and direct role than since the days of Franklin Roosevelt and his Cood Neighbor 

Policy . Second, the 1965 intervention involved large U.S. Army combat forces 

for the first time in a direct combat role in the Caribbean . Finally , the 

intervention laid the groundwork and the impetus Cor fo r rning and deploying an 

intra-regional military force, the OAS Inter-American Peace Force. 

Unilateral U.S. military operations encompassed th ree distinct phases. In 

the first, the Marine Corps' 6th Exped itionary Brigade, supported by Dare 's 

Naval Task Force 44.9, evacuated civilians on 27 and 28 April. The Army's 82d 

Airborne Division conducted the second phase, stability operations, from 30 

April to 3 May. This phase was marked by often heavy fighting between the 

rebels and American forces. The establishment of the line of cornmunication on 

3 May began the third phase, which lasted until 23 May. This final stage, 

unilateral peace-keeping, ended when the OAS Act Establishing the Inter

American Peace Force was ratified in Santo Domingo. Together , these 

unilateral operations protected American and foreign citizens from the civil 

war, stopped the fighting in Santo Dorningo, and established conditions under 

which the Inter-American Peace Force could take form and assume its dut ies. 
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Phase I - Evacuation 

Less than twenty-four hours after Connett first notified the State 

Department that an anti-Reid rebellion had started in Santo Domingo, Dare's 

carrier task group received orders to steam toward the Dominican Republic. At 

1104 on 25 April, Admiral Thomas A. Moorer, Commander in Chief, Atlantic, 

ordered Commodore Dare to deploy his forces from the Vieques Islands in 

Puerto Rico to an area southwest of the Dominican Republic and to prepare for 

the possible evacuation of U.S. citizens from Santo Domingo. By 0200 the 

following morning the task group, comprised of six vessels and 1,500 Marines, 

had taken station thirty miles offshore and was preparing to carry out a 

combined helicopter and sea lift evacuation on order'! During the previous 

year the task group had participated in two amphibious landing exercises at 

Guantanamo and was well prepared for this mission. 

Aboard his flagship, the U.S.S. Boxer, Commodore Dare and Maj. Gen. R. 

McC. Tompkins, the Marine commander, made final plans for the evacuation. 

Intelligence Dare received from the Joint Chiefs of Staff neglected to detail 

the size, composition , or strength of the potential opposition ashore. After 

examining their options, Tompkins and Dare decided to attempt an unarmed 

evacuation using both fleet helicopters and surface vessels, while armed 

Marines aboard ship stood ready if needed.2 Meanwhile, on shore, Charge 

Connett reached an agreement with the chief of the Dominican Navy for U.S. 

naval forces to have free access to the port of Haina to evacuate civilians. At 

1325 on 27 April, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Jack 

Hood Vaughn notified General Wheeler that President Johnson had ordered them 

to implement the evacuation) Although Wheeler and Johnson had spoken 

earlier, that Vaughn relayed the president's decision to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

highlighted the leading role taken by the State Department throughout the 

entire intervention. 

The president made his final decision to order the evacuation following an 

incident at the Hotel Embajador where American citizens had been assembling 

for evacuation since 0600. At noon a group of twenty to thirty armed civilians, 

many only teenagers, entered the hotel grounds and, while presumably in search 
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of a Loyalist news reporter, lined some of the Americans up against a wall and 

fired over their heads. As other Americans ran for safety inside the hotel, 

some of the young rebels followed them inside while others continued to fire 

into the hotel's upper-level windows from outside .4 After arriving in Puerto 

Rico several days later, one American told the press, "They [the rebels] were 

delighted that we were so terrified.,,5 

Although no Americans were injured, the incident sent a wave of fear 

through the crowd. Connett echoed that fear in a strong cable to Washington. 

His cable reflected grave concerns about the safety of the Americans and the 

general disintegration of law and order in Santo Domingo. President Johnson 

read the message and sent word to the joint chiefs to begin the evacuation. 

When Dare received the order to execute, he dispatched two transport 

vessels and a flight of Marine helicopters to the designated embarkation site at 

Haina, the Dominican Navy's main facility. Under national police guard, 

Americans and other foreigners who so desired were taken by truck and bus 

convoy to Haina, seven miles west of Santo Domingo, to await evacuation.6 The 

movement was without incident, thanks to a rrangements Connett had made 

with both factions the previous evening. A t the same time the convoy was 

arriving in Haina, helicopters from the Boxer transported unarmed Marine 

pathfinders to secure the dock area and establish a helipad. The Ruchamkin and 

Wood County carne into port and the evacuation began. By 1640, 27 April, the 

evacuation was completed. Six hundred twenty people were sea lifted from the 

port, and an additional 556 were airlifted to the Boxer and Raleigh'? After the 

last civilian had boarded, the Marines left Haina for their ships and aU the 

evacuees were transferred to a ship bound for Puerto Rico. This operation 

removed approximately one-third of all U.S. citizens residing on the island. 

The next morning, 28 April, fighting continued to escalate in Santo 

Domingo, and once again American civilians and other foreigners began to 

congregate at the Hotel Embajador. At 1745 Ambassador Bennett, who had 

returned to Santo Domingo the previous day, asked Commodore Dare to 

evacuate the new arrivals and reinforce the Marine guard at the embassy.S 

Responding to the ambassador's request and to Joint Chiefs of Staff directives 

that he cooperate fully with the embassy, Dare ordered a Marine battalion 

landing tearn (approximately 560 officers and enlisted men) ashore . (Map !!.) 
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Under the command of Col. George W. Daugherty, two Marine companies went 

ashore at Haina and proceeded the ten miles a long the coastal highway to the 

polo grounds adjacent to the Hotel Embajador. By 1830 the Marines had 

established another helipad at the hotel.9 

During this movement the first American so ldie r and Dominican civil ian 

were killed . Only four blocks from the hote l, a rebel sni pe r, firing from a house 

a long the route of advance, fatally shot a Marine walking behind a tank. During 

the subsequent attack on the house, a hand grenade wounded a five - yea r-old 

chi ld inside . The Marines took the child to the hote l aid station , where she 

died,! 0 Tha t night, 684 more civ ilians we re airlifted to the Boxe r. 

In a nat ional television add ress that saIne evening, President Johnson 

announced that a rmed Marines had landed in Santo Domingo to pro tec t the lives 

of Americans and other foreign nationa ls seeking evacuation. What the 

president did not mention was his desire that the Marines would a lso be able to 

influe nce the course of the rebellion. More than protecting American evacuees 

and the embassy compound, Johnson commit ted the Marines with the hope that 

the presence of armed U.S. forces would bolste r mora le among the Loyal is ts 

a nd demora lize the Constitutionalists. As an additional benefit, the Marines 

also gua ran teed U.S. forces on the ground should the president fee l compelled 

to deploy the 82d Airborne Division to the growing battle in Santo Domingo. 

The president was satisfied with the evacuations and re inforcement of the 

a rea in the vic inity of the American embassy. The Marines had conducted the 

two operat ions smoothly and wi th minimum force, lOSing but one man t o sniper 

fire during the rnovement from Haina to the polo grounds,!1 Johnson , always 

concerned with his public image , was also pleased when polls indicated that 

public opinion in the United States favored the evacuation operation. World 

reaction, especially from Latin America and the Organizat ion of Ame rican 

States, also favored his handling of the evacua tion, and what little opposition 

exis ted was generally mild . The very nature of world reaction to the Marine 

intervention may well have figured in his late r decision to commit the 82d 

Airborne Division on 30 April . Now that the Marines were firmly in place in 

Santo Domingo, Johnson expected the Loyalist s to take the initiative a nd c rush 

the revolution. The two successfu l evacuations a nd the reinforcement of the 

embassy ended phase one of the operation. 
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Phase II - Stability Operations 

Stabili ty operations, the second phase of the intervention, began when two 

battalion combat teams from the 3d Brigade, 82d Airborne Division, arrived in 

the early morning hours of Friday, 30 April. Now the military planners faced 

their own problems, many of which were spawned from an out-ai-date operation 

plan and misplaced priorities. 

The 82d Airborne Division's deployment to the Dominican Republic was 

based on Comrnander in Chief, Atlantic , Operation Plan 310/2, originally 

formulated during Rafael Trujillo's last days in power. The plan was revised in 

1963 shortly after the ouster of Dr. Bosch, when President Kennedy sent a 

memo to Secretary McNamara asking, "How many troops we could get into the 

Dominican Republic in twelve hours, in twenty-four hours, thirty-six, or lorty

eight hours.nl2 The revision included several options ranging from shows of 

naval force to blockades, evacuations, and troop deployments to Puerto Rico 

before finally landing Marine and Army forces in the Dominican Republic itself . 

Once the joint chiefs approved the plan and designated it OPLAN 310/2-63, the 

Army and Marine Corps conducted annual mobility exercises accordingly, 

commencing in 1964.1 3 

The plan called for XVIII Airborne Corps headquarters to be activated and 

for two Army battalion combat teams to be air-dropped northeast of San Isidro 

Airfield. Although written specifically for just such a contingency in the 

Dominican Republic, Operation Plan 310/2-63 had not been updated with 

current political or geographiC information. On the night of 26 April, U.S. 

Continental Army Command notified XVIII Airborne Corps by telephone to 

prepare to implement the plan and to place the lead element of the 82d 

Airborne Division, designated POWER PACK I, on Defense Condition 3.14 

General York, commander of the 82d Airborne Division, had two major 

problems during the early phases of preparing his division for combat -

communications and a routine exercise, Operation BLUE CHIP. After receiving 

the order from XVlII Airborne Corps to begin preparations lor possible 

deployment, he experienced delays in the retransmission of his orders through 

the Commander in Chief, Atlantic. For instance, he did not receive the Change 
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in readiness condition order through command channels until an hour and a half 

after Fort Bragg had received an information copy directly from the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff.I5 The problem of timely information through the Atlantic 

command was never fully resolved. Once the division and XVIII Airborne Corps 

headquarters were firmly entrenched in the Dominican Republic, they 

established communications directly to the joint chiefs via C-130 Talking Bird 

aircraft, often bypassing the Atlantic command entirely. For the duration of 

the Dominican operation, critical information went directly from Washington to 

Santo Domingo, with only administrative communications following formal 

channels through the Atlantic command. 

The division and its Air Force support were to participate in Operation 

BLUE CHIP, an annual training exercise scheduled to commence in mid-May. 

The joint chiefs' failure to cancel it once the Dominican situation began to 

deteriorate delayed the division's readiness for deployment by several hours. At 

the time when orders were given to increase the division's level of readiness, no 

decision was forthcoming on the fate of BLUE CHIP. By the time the exercise 

was cancelled, it was midnight on 28 April, and thirty-three aircraft had to 

unload BLUE CHIP equipment and reload with the division's combat 

equipment. 16 

At 1630 on Thursday, 29 April, as fighting between Loyalists and 

Constitutionalists continued to escalate, the Joint Chiefs of Staff designated 

General York commander of U.S. ground forces. Shortly thereafter, Atlantic 

command ordered him to deploy POWER PACK I, the division's 3d Brigade, to 

Ramey Air Force Base in Puerto Rico. There the brigade would make final 

preparations and await orders to proceed with the planned airdrop in the 

vicinity of San Isidro Airfield.!7 The layover at Ramey was more for political 

than military reasons, originally designed as a show of intent to force the 

situation in Santo Domingo. Proposed by the State Department and accepted by 

the joint chiefs and President Johnson, this show of force was intended to 

resolve the situation without engaging American troops in combat. 

Secretary of Defense McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff began 

discussions on whether to air-drop or airland the brigade when diplomatic 

traffic from Santo Domingo indicated that the situation was reaching crisis. 

McNamara and General Wheeler were concerned that the Loyalists might not be 
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able to hold out until morning. Strike Command and the Atlantic cornmand 

were opposed to changing the airdrop because of foreseen overcrowding at San 

Isid ro and the lack of heavy equipment needed to un load aircraft already rigged 

for ai rdrop.l8 At 1910, Gene ra l Wheeler asked Vice Adm. Kleber 5. Masterson, 

commander of Joint Task Force 122, for intelligence about San Isidro -- was the 

airfield operational and, if so, was it still controlled by Loyalist forces? 

Masterson dispatched a helicopter from the Boxer to find General Wessin 

y Wessin, last reported to be at the polo grounds. Instead of Wessin y Wessin, 

whose whereabouts seemed a mystery, Masterson's men found General Imbert, 

commander of the Dominican Nat iona l Police. General Imbert boarded the 

helicopter and was taken to the ship. Imbert told Masterson that although San 

Isidro was sti ll in Loyalis t hands, no one manned the tower after dark. This 

information was relayed to WaShington, where General Wheeler decided to 

change the operation. De lays in the division'S departure and rising concerns 

that , as General Whee ler told the vice J-3, " ~he] whole thing was going to fold 

up on us unless we could get some troops in. If we wait ••• we might not have 

a nything to support ," cer ta inly influenced his decision.1 9 General Wheeler 

o rdered the brigade to bypass Ramey and to airland at San Isidro. This final 

change of plan was not made, however, until Gene ral York and the 3d Brigade 

we re ai rborne and rigged fo r a combat jump. The eleventh-hour change of plans 

proved fortunate because it was later dicsovered that the proposed drop zone, 

no rtheast of San Isid ro, was covered with sharp coral outcroppings that would 

have caused many casua lties. 20 

At 2130, onl y slightly more than two hours after being asked for 

information about the San Isidro Airfield, the Commander in Chief, Atlantic, 

informed Maste rson that the 82d Airborne Division was being diverted from 

Ramey directly to San Isidro. The admi ral immediately sent his aide and two 

Marine captains to the ai rfie ld.21 Arriving at San Isidro, the three officers 

found Loyalists holding the a irf ield and , once convinced that the Dominicans 

would not in te rfe re , told them of the di vision's impending arrival. They opened 

the cont rol towe r , turned on the runway lights, and talked down the first planes 

as they a rrived . It was indeed fo r tu itous to move the three officers 

to San Isidro since the ini t ial POWER PACK element did not contain an 

Ai r Force a rrival cont rol group. 
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With the three American officers in the tower and an Air Force brigadier 

general orbiting aboard a Tactical Air Command EC- 135 airborne command 

post, providing communications and flight vectors to the approaching ai rcraft , 

the first plane carrying General York and the initial combat elements of 

POWER PACK I landed at San Isidro at 0216 on 30 April .22 During the next few 

hours, fort y-six aircraft delivered two battalion combat teams from the 82d 

Airborne's 3d Brigade to San Isidro, and the pa ratroopers began the arduous 

process of off-loading rigged equipment by hand. Men attempted to find their 

heavy equipment (much of which ended up in Puerto Rico), off-loaded airc raft, 

and avoided the C-130 propelJers . Ramp space at the airfield was so crowded 

that planes were kept taxiing in circles awaiting room to un load. The 

remainder of the aircraft in the flight, unable to land because of limited space 

at the airfield , were diverted to Ramey.23 The Atlantic command s ta ff had 

foreseen the overcrowding problem and had presented it as a major argument to 

Gene ral Wheeler during discussions about changing the operation from airdrop 

to airland. Since the problem was anticipated , however , procedures for 

hand ling the overflow were inc luded in the change of orders that Atlan t ic 

command relayed to both Masterson and York at 2130 on 29 April. La te r, as 

space became available at San Isidro , the remainder of POWER PACK J and the 

rest of their equipment were shuttled to the island from Ramey. 

General York, having assured himself that progress was being made at the 

airfield, helicoptered to the Boxer to confer with Admiral Masterson and 

Commodore Dare about the br igade 's ground advance into Santo Domingo. They 

developed a plan that envisioned a battalion-size advance from the airfield to 

secure the Duarte Bridge and establish a strongpoint cont rolling the western 

approach to the bridge. This move would form a line running northeast from 

the embassy a rea to the Ozama River. The Mari nes in the embassy a rea would 

ho ld the left flank, Loyalist troops would form the center, and the division 

would hold the right flank . The plan was simply to divide the ci t y in half . 

Before dawn , they presented the plan to Ambassador Bennett and received both 

his and President Benoit's approva1.24 At daybreak , under the cover of Marine 

F-4 Phantoms from Puerto Rico, the 1st Battalion , 508th Infantry , moved a long 

the San Isidro Highway and secured the eastern approach to the Duarte Bridge , 

the city's only link to the east. Meanwhile, 1st Battalion, 505th Infantry, 
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established a security perimeter around the airfield and sent patrols into the 

adjacent countryside. 25 

The men of Company C, 1st Battalion, 508th Infantry, crossed the bridge 

and established a six-block beachhead on the western bank of the Ozama River 

that included the city's main power station. The 82d Airborne Division also 

controlled the Villa Duarte section east of the bridge and San Isidro, which 

served as the division's staging area. In the western part of Santo Domingo, 

1,700 Marines held the area around the American embassy and controlled the 

coastal highway leading from the city to Haina. That night the 3d Battalion, 

6th Marines, expanded the area around the embassy to encompass several other 

diplomatic missions. In accordance with an OAS resolution, this area became 

the International Security Zone. (Map 1) 
Unfortunately, the virtual disappearance of Loyalists from the center of 

the defensive line damaged the otherwise well planned and executed operation. 

When American troops appeared on their flanks, Loyalist forces made an 

unannounced and totally unexpected retreat across the Duarte Bridge to the 

Armed Forces Training Center at San Isidro Airfield. The gap they left 

remained open for another three days. 

As the brigade began to move toward Santo Domingo, it confronted the 

first of many peculiarities it would have to deal with while in the Dominican 

Republic. Since both the Loyalists and the rebel, or Constitutionalist, regulars 

wore the same uniforms, an immediate problem became recognizing who was 

who. An imaginative U.S. officer suggested that the Loyalists wear their caps 

sideways or backwards. The idea not only worked but, as described by an 

eyewitness, "provided a comic twist" at the start of the operation.26 

As the first day progressed, York requested four additional battalion 

combat teams from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to reinforce the 2,500 

paratroopers already on the island and permission to close the gap between the 

Army and Marines. Although the joint chiefs approved the request for the 

battalions, they could not secure President Johnson's approval for General York 

to advance across Santo Domingo to close ranks with the Marines . The 

president was concerned that the additional show of force would hurt the 

United States within the Organization of American States, where debates on 

the intervention were in progress. The OAS Council had taken a generally 
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hostile position toward the introduction of the division, and presidential 

advisers feared that any overt American action at this early time could 

jeapordize efforts to gain OAS approval for later unilateral or coalition 

operations. General York would have to wait until the morning of 3 May to see 

his plan employed. There also existed concerns among the president's 

diplomatic advisers, particularly fonner Ambassador John B. Martin, that such 

an early and aggressive act could turn the intervention into an American 

version of the Soviet occupation of Hungary. The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed 

that the operation could be postponed temporarily and would benefit from 

having more troops there to secure the areas . Thus began the trend that would 

continue throughout the entire operation. Military considerations were 

subordinated to State Department concerns for restraint and world opinion. 27 

By the afternoon of the first day, Ambassador Bennett wired the State 

Department requesting the first of many shipments of emergency medical 

supplies and equipment for the population of Santo Domingo. The 15th Field 

Hospital, 307th Medical Battalion, medical detachments, and an ambulance 

company were dispatched almost immediately from Fort Bragg.28 Accompanied 

by emergency supplies of food, these medical units were placed in the division's 

second deployment package (POWER PACK U) ahead of several combat units. 

Even at this early stage of the operation, the military was being used to achieve 

political goals and was required to act with restraint and neutrality, at least in 

regard to humanitarian aid. Medica l care and food were distributed to all 

Dominicans without regard for political affiliat ion . 

Even before the 82d Airborne Division had been on the island for one 

complete day , President Johnson felt the sting of OAS condemnations. Having 

made the decision to intervene, the president wanted the military phase of the 

stability operation completed quickly and with a minimum of public outcry. 

Johnson met with the secretaries of state and defense and, according to one 

eyewitness, told them that he did not intend n • . . to sit here with my hands 

tied and let Castro take that island .••. I know what the editorials will say, but 

it would be a hell of a lot worse if we si t here and don't do anything and the 

communists take that country .,,29 To make sure that the Dominican problem 

was solved rapidly, he instructed General Wheele r to "get enough force down 

there to do the job quickly and overwhelmingly," and told him to get the "best 
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general in the Pentagon" to command the forces in Santo Domingo.30 

Wheeler turned to Lt. Gen. Bruce Palmer, Jr ., to command U.S. Forces, 

Dominican Republic. Palmer, then Army deputy chief of staff for operations, 

was on orders to take command of the XVIII Airborne Corps the following 

month. Operation Plan 310/2 called for the activation of the XV III Airborne 

Corps headquarters, and General Palmer's preparation to assume command of 

the corps, plus his assignment as deputy chief of staff, contr ibuted toward his 

selection. Palmer learned that he would have at his disposal whatever combat 

forces he needed , inc luding the 10Ist Airborne Division, to stabilize the 

situation in Santo Domingo. General Wheeler emphasized that the operation 

was as much political as milltary when he instructed Palmer that he would have 

to work closely with Ambassador Bennett; in fact, as Wheeler said , they 

(Palmer and Bennett) "would have to work as a team.,,31 Palmer also learned of 

his unstated mission, one given to Wheeler by the president earlier in the day. 

This mission was to "prevent the Dorninican Republic from going Communist. 

The president," Wheeler told Palmer, " has stated that he will not allow another 

Cuba • ..• You are to take all necessary measu res •. . to accomplish this 

mission.,,32 

While Palmer was en route to the island, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

directed that the 2d Brigade, 82d Airborne, still at Fort Bragg, be placed on 

Defense Condition 2. The remainder of the division, as well as the entire IOlst 

Airborne Division, was placed on condition 3, and the 4th Marine Expeditionary 

Brigade was orde red to Santo Domingo froln Camp LeJeune.33 This move 

brought the number of U.S. troops in the continental United States on alert for 

the Dominican Republic to over 24,000 men,34 

Just before midnight on 30 April, Palmer arrived in Santo Domingo and 

went directly to the embassy to confer with Ambassador Bennett. The situation 

in Santo Domingo had continued to deteriorate. Rebels had captured Fortress 

Ozama, a national police stronghold, seizing large quantities of arms and 

ammunition. They also captured Radio Santo Domingo, a facility they would 

use effectively throughout the conflict . Loyalist troops under command of 

General Wessin y Wessin had retreated across the Duarte Bridge to 

San Isidro Airfie ld and were demoralized . Of the 30,000 Dominican sold iers, 

airmen, and police at the start of the civil war, General Wessin y Wessin now 
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commanded less than 2,400 troops and only 200 national police, or about 15 

percent of the original force .35 With the exception of the two American 

controlled sections of the city, the area surrounding the American embassy and 

the stronghold near the bridge, the rebels controlled Santo Domingo. 

On 1 May, U.S. forces under the command of Genera l Palmer were 

involved in the largest buildup in the history of American military intervention 

in Latin America . The Joint Chiefs of Staff dedicated all Air Force assets not 

supporting Southeast Asia to the Dominican Republic. An a ir bridge was 

established between Pope and San Isid ro, with a transport from the 19th Air 

Force landing in the Dominican Republic on an ave rage of every five rninutes. 

In the fi rst fourteen days of the intervention , the Air Force flew 1,538 sorties 

that delivered 14,650 personnel a nd their equipment to the island. As each 

aircraft returned to the continen tal United States, it was refueled, reloaded , 

and returned with a new flight crew to San Isidro)6 

By Tuesday, 4 May , only five days after the first arrival of the division, 

U.S. troop strength onsho re (including Arm y, Marine, and Air Force) rose from 

4,200 to over 17,000. The ar ri ving forces included the remaining two brigades 

of the 82d Airborne Div ision, the 5th Logistic Command (later Group), the 7th 

Special Forces Group, and several psychological warfare organiza t ions, both 

milita ry and Department of State , which together comprised POWER PACK 1-

IV. Outside the Dominican Republic, the Air Force deployed two fighter and 

reconna issa nce squadrons to Ramey in Puerto Rico: eighteen F-lOO fighters 

from the 353d Tac tica l Fighter Squadron, twelve F-I04s from the 331st Fighter 

Interceptor Squadron, a nd six RF-IOI a nd three RB-66 reconnaissance a ircraft 

from the 363d Composite Reconnaissance Unit)7 Their mission was to watch 

for and interdict any Cuban arms shipments.38 In Santo Domingo, U.S. Forces, 

Dominican Republic, grew on 5 May with the inc lusion of all Marine forces 

onshore. Thus was established the command relationship that continued 

throughout the ope ra tion. (Chart 1) 
General Palmer was concerned about the gap left between American lines 

whe n the Loyalis t s withdrew. The gap allowed the rebels to move freely 

throughout the city and gave them the opportunity to fortify Ciudad Nuevo, 

their stronghold in Santo Domingo. By closing the opening, Palmer hoped to 

divide the rebel territory, isolate Ciudad Nuevo, and rest rict the flow of 
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armaments. In addition , he hoped that presenting a solid line of defense would 

demoralize the rebels and bolster the Loyalists. On Saturday, 1 May, after 

proposing his plan to unite his forces in Santo Domingo to the director of the 

Joint Staff, Palmer ordered York to send a reconnaissance patrol from the 

Duarte Bridge , along Calle Concepcion, to see if contact could be made with 

the Marines in the International Security Zone, a distance of slightly more than 

two and a half kilometers. Two platoons from Company C, 1st Battalion , 508th 

Infantry, completed the mission but took seven casualties -- two killed and five 

wounded by rebel fire. However I the company's success in reaching the Marine 

positions prompted Palmer to ask the joint chiefs' permission to close the gap 

permanent ly.39 In an open telephone conversation between General Palmer in 

Santo Domingo and General Wheeler and President Johnson in Washington, the 

president approved Palmer's plan with the proviso that Palmer first obtain OAS 

concurrence . Palmer was instructed to base his request to a five-member OAS 

special committee (formed on 1 May by the OAS Council to oversee conditions 

in Santo Domingo) on the grounds that it would provide a land route for 

resupply and evacuation from the International Security Zone to the airfield at 

San Isidro.40 

Since 30 April, the OAS Council and the Tenth Meeting of Ministers of 

Foreign Affairs , in session at the Pan American Union in Washington, had been 

forums for bitter denunciations of U.S. interventionism . Debates were now 

turning toward finding means to reduce U.S. military presence through the 

possible formation of a unified OAS military force. Although resistance 

remained st rong, Ambassador Bunker made slow but steady progress toward 

such a force. However, both he and President Johnson feared that another 

unannounced un ilateral action , such as closing the gap, might kill their chances. 

In Santo Domingo, General Palmer met with OAS Secretary General Jose 

A. Mora and the special committee on Sunday, 2 May. After a brief and cordial 

discussion relating to the benefits and low risks anticipated in such an 

operation , General Palmer received their permission to establish the line of 

communica tion. At one minute past midnight on thE' morning of 3 May, three 

U.S. infantry battalions left the bridge and leapfrogged toward the security 

zone. The first battalion advanced one-third of the way and held, allowing the 

other two battalions to pass through its line. The second and third battalions 
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repeated this procedure until at 0112 they made contact with the Marines at 

Calle San Juan Bosco and Calle Rosa Duar te. By avoiding known concentrations 

of Caamanots forces, the operation succeeded against minimal resistance, 

united American forces, and trapped 80 percent of the rebels south of the 

line.41 In only one hour and eleven minutes the fou r-block- wide line of 

communica tion was established. (Map §.) At dawn two infa ntry companies 

traversed the corridor without incident, a nd the nickname All American 

Expressway emerged. 

The establishment of the line of communica tion paved the way fo r a 

se ttlement to the civil war . The corridor not only provided a route for suppl ies 

and communicat ions between the two American camps but, most importantly, 

cut the city in half, isolating the majority of the rebe ls in Ciudad Nuevo and in 

a small enclave north of the Duarte Bridge on the Ozama River. With the 

exception of the small area north of the line , Caamanots rebel forces we re 

contained to the south and east. Similarly, the Loyalis t fo rces were kept to the 

north and west of the rebe l a rea and across the ri ve r to the east . With U.S. 

forces between the combatants, rebel military aspirations to expand beyond 

Ciudad Nuevo withered, and the Loyalists, whose morale had grea tl y improved 

with the arrival of the 82d Airborne, could not attack the rebel stronghold south 

of the American-held line. For the United Sta tes, the corridor provided the 

opportunity to act more impartially to achieve a political settlement since the 

U.S. troops would not permit the Loyalist fo rces to defeat the rebe ls 

militarily.42 The successfu l American mi li tary ini t iative allowed President 

Johnson to concentrate on the search for a political so lution . 

Phase III -- Unilatera l Peace-Keeping 

With Santo Domingo divided by U.S. forces , Gene ral Palrner emphasized 

assistance to the people of the city and support to U.S. and OAS diplomatic 

efforts. By Tuesday, 4 May, he had at his command twe lve infant ry battalions 

(nine Army and three Marine) and would soon be given control over the 41 -

member Military Assistance Advisory Group and the Air Force's Joint Air 

Traffic Coordinating Center that managed the air bridge into San Isidro.43 Now 

the need for suppor t and logistic uni ts began to escalate. During the next week , 
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military police, quartermaster, finance, ordnance, and supply and salvage units 

arrived. Aircraft from Pope delivered some 30.7 million pounds of supplies 

during May.44 But even while troops continued to arrive in the Dominican 

Republic, discussions about withdrawals were taking place in the White House. 

As early as 6 May, just eight days after General York and POWER PACK I 

landed at San Isidro, Special Assistant to the President for National Security 

Affairs .'v\cGeorge Bundy proposed token troop withdrawals. Bundy felt this 

would assist Ambassador Bunker's mission of finding support for the formation 

of an inter-American force. 45 Bunker used the first withdrawals to prove the 

since rity of U.S. intentions and to serve as a lever for the inter-American 

force. His sugges tion that additional U.S. troops would be withdrawn if QAS 

troops replaced them allowed Latin governments to support a multinational 

force on the grounds that, by doing so, they would hasten the removal of U.S . 

combat troops from a neighbor's soil. Since the Marines were traditionally the 

most visible American military symbol throughout Latin America, the Joint 

Ch iefs of Staff ordered them withdrawn first. 

Meanwhile, at the XVllI Airborne Corps headquarters in the old Trujillo 

residence in Santo Domingo, General Palmer turned his attention to stemming 

the flow of armaments into the rebel area and returning the city to some 

degree of normality. He realized the importance of restraint and issued orders 

placing numerous restrictions on the rules of engagement. He also decided that 

the vast majority of his artillery support could be withdrawn. The artillery, 

which had fired but eight illumination rounds during the very first night of 

operat ions before being ordered to cease for fear of starting fires, 

would not fire again during the intervention, and, except for one battery, all 

division artillery was removed by the end of May.46 The division s tarted 

information programs and published a daily news bulletin for the troops to help 

them understand why they were there and thus prevent incidents between them 

and often hostile rebel-inspired crowds. Coupled with Palmer's ever-increasing 

emphasis on restraint and fire discipline, the education program proved 

invaluable to the negotiation effort. 

With the relative calming of emotions in Santo Domingo, the first major 

step toward an eventual settlement occurred on 5 May when Colonels Benoit 

and Caamano and the OAS special committee signed The Act Of Santo 
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Domingo. The colonels represented the Loyalist and Constitutionalist factions, 

and the five members of the special committee represented the Meeting of 

Foreign Ministers and the Organization of American States. Proposed by the 

committee, the act provided for a general cease-fire, recognition of the 

International Security Zone, agreement to assist relief agencies, and the 

sanctity of diplomatic missionsj above all, it set a framework for later 

negotiations.47 The one thing the act did not do was stop all the fighting. 

Occasional sniping continued against U.S. forces in the security zone and line 

of communication, as did attacks on patrols that strayed into rebel territory. 

However, major battles between the Dominican factions subsided, at least for 

the time being. 

On Friday, 7 May, the president of the Supreme Court of Justice, Dr. 

Julio Cuello, swore in a new junta headed by General Imbert (former 

Ambassador Martin's personal choice for the job) and three distinguished 

civilians: Alejandro Zeller Coco, a civil engineeq Carlos Grisolia Po loney, a 

lawyer; and Julio D. Postigo, a writer and editor who had published Juan Bosch's 

latest book about his rise to and fall from power.48 The new junta replaced the 

Benoit Loyalist government and was an attempt to form a more broadly based 

government intended to gain public support and distance itself somewhat from 

the military. Although associated with the military, Imbert was the sole 

survivor from the Trujillo assassination and retained a great deal 01 popular 

support. The junta, named the Government of National Reconstruction, 

received U.S. recognition and began to reorganize the leadership of the Loyalist 

armed forces. Commodore Caminero became the minister of the armed forces, 

General Wessin y Wessin became the head of the army, and General Jesus de los 

Santos Cespedes replaced Wessin y Wessin as commander of the San Isidro 

facility.49 

On IJ May Loyalist General Imbert suddenly broke the peace that had 

settled over the city. In an attack that took the United States completely by 

surprise, he moved against rebel forces located north of the line of 

communication and against rebel-held Radio Santo Domingo. During the 

attack, U.S. troops shot down one of the new government's five P-51 Mustangs 

when it accidentally strafed their position. Although Ambassador Bennett 

lodged a complaint with OAS representatives, the offensive actually 
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accomplished several U.S. goals and was strikingly similar in design and concept 

to Operation Plan STRIKE BREAKER, developed and approved by the U.S. 

commander in the Dominican Republic but never implemented.50 It eliminated 

pockets of resistance outside Ciudad Nuevo and temporarily silenced Radio 

Santo Domingo before government commandos put it off the air the foHowing 

day.51 

As long as Irnbert's forces remained north of the line of communication, 

Palmer did not interfere with their actions against the rebels. In retaliation, 

rebel forces attacked the U.S.-held power station but were soundly defeated by 

a squad of paratroopers holding that position.52 The campaign ended on 21 May 

when the new government's forces reached the line of communication to the 

south and the Ozama River on the east, thus effectively removing rebel 

opposition north of the line. (Map Z> The resulting cease-fire lasted until the 

rebel offensive of mid-June. 

This cease-fire, accompanied by the near total separation of cornbatants 

by the line of communication, marked the beginnings of true neutrality for U.S. 

Forces, Dominican Republic. Despite pulic announcements of neutrality from 

the start of the intervention, U.S. actions had overwhelmingly favored the 

Loyalist cause. Now, in the unilateral peace-keeping phase, the military could 

treat both sides equally while diplomats sought to resolve the civil war through 

negotiation. This American shift was both successful and noticed, for on 22 

May Colonel Caamano told OAS Secretary General Mora that he now considered 

U.S. troops neutral. He announced that he would negotiate with American 

representatives, but not with Imbert .5J 

The peace-keeping mission continued and grew. With the relatively stable 

military situation after 21 May, General Palmer placed greater emphasis on 

civil affairs, humanitarian aid, and neutrality. These humanitarian efforts 

supported the United States and Organization of American States as peace

keepers trying to help a neighbor and facilitate negotiation. Special Forces, 

who arrived in the Dominican Republic on 4 May (D plus 4), were sent into the 

countryside where they established six detachment si tes and assisted aid 

programs, gathered intelligence on popular feelings and rebel resistance, and 

looked for signs of Cuban involvement. In addition to these more routine 

activities, the Special Forces' eighteen officers and sixty-seven enlisted men 
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performed several special missions. On 19 October they located, seized, and 

detained Constitutionalists operating an underground pro-rebel newspaper, 

Patria. On 23 October they reinforced Juan Bosch's personal bodyguard at his 

residence and after 12 January 1966 maintained surveillance on his activities. 

And on 17 January they covertly moved the family of Dominican Col. Montes 

Arache from its home in Puerto Plata, on the northern shore, to Santo 

Domingo.54 Except for inflammatory broadcasts from Radio Havana, no solid 

evidence of Cuban involvement with material aid to the rebels was uncovered. 

Throughout the operation, the Dominican campesinos, farmers and country folk, 

remained relatively unconcerned over the violence in Santo Domingo. 

Meanwhile, in the city, U.S. so ldiers settled into a routine of normal 

garrison life and peace-keeping duties in the line of communication and 

International Security Zone. They assisted relief agencies in restoring public 

services and utilities and in dist r ibuting food and medical supplies.55 

Checkpoints to control access into and out of Ciudad Nuevo were manned 

around the c lock and stemmed the flow of arms and of Loyalists into the rebel 

stronghOld. Soldiers who only weeks earlier had been met with rocks and 

snipers' bullets began to see smiles and signs of appreciation from the 

population of Santo Domingo. 

General Palmer ordered the line of communication boundary expanded on 

5 May to protect U.S. troops from sniper fire. (Map!) Shortly thereafter, the 

International Security Zone expanded eastward to encompass the French 

embassy . General Palmer coordinated the movement in advance with both the 

Organization of American States and Colonel Caamano, and it was not 

opposed. 56 The situation in Santo Domingo had indeed begun to calm. U.S. 

presence had forced a stalemate, and with each passing day rebel resistance 

decreased. Their military initiatives had been lost . Any victories they 

achieved would have to come from negotiation and compromise, not from 

armed conflict . 

In just three weeks U.S. armed forces changed the entire outlook of the 

Dominican rebellion. Overwhelming American combat forces had separated the 

combatants and forced a mili ta ry sta lemate .57 President Johnson and his key 

political advisers successfully used controlled, overwhelming force to prevent 

the es tablishment of another Castro-type regime in the region. The application 
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of a disciplined, restrained force, capable of shifting its neutral position so as 

to complement political negotiations, was rapidly bringing a violent situation 

under control. Indirectly this application of force also provided an impetus for 

the formation of the Inter-American Peace Force. The assumption of peace

keeping operations by Latin troops would allow for the withdrawal of U.S. 

forces. Had not the Army been present, there is little reason to believe that 

the Organization of American States would have acted in any concerted 

military manner to resolve the situation in the Dominican Republic . Unilate ral 

American military actions laid the foundation upon which the Inter-American 

Peace Force could be established and operate in an atmosphere of relative cairn 

and stability. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The Inter-American Peace Force 
Toward an Inter-American Force 

Just as a commander maneuvers his forces on a battlefield to seize 

objectives, so diplomats at the Organiza tion of American States sought 

strategiC positions through debate and behind-the-scenes pressure to reach 

theirs . Never before had the organization established a combined military 

force to quell internal unrest in a neighbor state. The birth of such a force was 

not easy , as it involved a myriad of political questions and required Latin 

nations to overcome long- standing opposition to military intervention by 

themselves or especially by the United States. For these reasons, an 

examinat ion of the process which resulted in the Inter-American Peace Force, 

in which the Uni ted States was the majo r participant, is just as important as 

operations undertaken by the coalition force once it was in the Dominican 

Republic. 

As American forces were landing in the Dominican Republic, Latin 

American nations were in the midst of general economic and political 

expansion . Trade patterns we re shif ting f rom the dominant north-south axis 

that had existed since the late nineteenth century to a more balanced one that 

inc luded east-west trade as well'! Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, and Mexico 

were eme rging as significant economic powers through development of their 

natural resou rces, pri maril y oil and foodstuffs, and, accompanied by military 

growth, they became the region's de facto political leaders. Coupled with an 

expanding view of a political wor ld that inc luded more than the two 

superpowers, and a realization of the impor tance and practicality of regional 

geopolitics, these nations challenged the traditional twentieth-century role of 

the United States as the hemisphere's uncontested politicalleader. 2 

This difference of perspect ive was c rucial in the establishment of the 

Inter-American Peace Force , a one-time experiment that played an important 

role in the Dominican Civil War and in subsequent U.S.-Latin American 

relations. Bitter an!i-American rhetoric in the OAs demonstrated to 

WaShington that Latin American countries were changing their view both of 

their own position in the world and of their relationship with the United States. 
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While President Johnson knew there would be some resistance to an intra

regional military force in Latin America, the amount of anti-American 

comments within the Organization of American States and the general 

reluctance to form the force was surprising to a man accustomed to getting his 

way in politics. 

Initial GAS Debates 

Differences in perception of national threats posed by instability, 

Communist influence, and the fear of a reemergence of unilateral U.S. 

intervention differed greatly between Washington and capitals in Latin 

America. These differences se t the stage for the OAS debates of late April and 

May 1965. Latin American governments tended to define political instability in 

somewhat broader and less drastic terms than did the United States. 

Accustomed to periodic outbreaks of violence as an institutional part of their 

political systems, they did not feel so threatened by the revolution in Santo 

Domingo as did the U.S. State Department. In fact, the vast majority of the 

QAS delegates seated in the Pan American Union represented governments that 

had initially come to power through violence rather than through the ballot box. 

Communist expansion was indeed a matter of regional concern but one 

that each government treated diHerently. While all the OAS members in 1965 

viewed communism as a potential threat to the peace and security of the 

region, many governments drew a distinction between communism and liberal 

social modernization. In the Dominican Republic, even the most modest 

internal progress toward social liberty and a more equitable distribution of 

property would seem a dramatic step leftward by comparison to the Trujillo 

regime. Despite President Johnson's persisten t references to Communist 

control of the Dominican Constitutionalist movement, few Latins became 

converts to his theory that a return of Juan Bosch would threaten their 

individual countries. Even those who did accept the "Communist connection" 

were unsure whether that threat was greater than, or even equal to, their 

perceptions of the Yankee threat. 

During the late 1950s, John Dreier, then U.S. ambassador to the 

Organization of American States, addressed the issue of diverging perspectives 
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on the threat of communism within the region: "Fear of U.S. political 

domination, rather than any sympathy with communism, has been a reason for 

the reluctance of the OAS on various occasions ... to take a stronger position 

against Communist infiltration and subversion. Defense against communism is 

recognized as desirable; but this does not, in the Latin American view, justify 

the risk of opening the door to U.S. political domination.") 

In Latin America, initial reactions to the landing of the Marines on 27 and 

28 April ranged from tacit support and approval (Panama) to shock and 

indignation (Argentina), with many nations between the two extremes. Despite 

these early feelings and OAS approval for the Marines to establish the 

International Security Zone, the introduction of the 82d Airborne Division 

brought censure from the OAS Council . The common thread among the 

members was that the right of intervention belonged solely to collective actions 

taken by themselves through the OAS Consultation of Foreign Ministers.4 

The organization was outraged that the United States had not consulted 

the council before deploying the 82d Airborne Division. Secretary of State 

Rusk's argument to Venezuelan President Betancourt before the 6 May vote on 

the Inter-American Peace Force, that the United States had acted so as to 

prevent the fall of yet another Cuba through inaction, fell on deaf ears.5 Latins 

who 'accepted the Marine evacuation of noncombatants from Santo Domingo 

could not allow the introduction of the Army into the civil war to go 

unchallenged. Likewise, the often used American rebuttal that the 

unannounced intervention was necessary because of the slowness of OAS 

debating and action was a pOSition built on air. In 1962 the organization had 

debated the Cuban issue and expelled Cuba in just twelve hours. Furthermore, 

in the Dominican Republic, the Army was already on the ground at San Isidro 

before Ambassador Bunker ever mentioned the possibility of their introduction. 

As Marines prepared to evacuate American citizens from the docks at 

Haina on 27 April, Ambassador Bunker approached the Inter-American Peace 

Commission, a standing comlnission of the OAS Council chaired by the 

Uruguayan ambassador -- an outspoken critic of U.S. policy -- and called [or the 

first debates on the situation in the Dominican Republic.6 Although the 

commission met, all debate concerning the deteriorating conditions in Santo 

Domingo was passed to the full OAS Council, scheduled to meet the next 
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morning) 

Another, and perhaps more immediate, cause for not informing the OAS 

Council of the planned U.S. military intervention was the real fear of its being 

rejected out of hand. At the time that the president made the decision to 

commit the &2d Airborne Division, Ambassador Bunker did not believe that he 

could deliver the necessary two-thirds vote.& At least by following the 

sequence that occurred, Rusk and Bunker had time to find support (or the 

unilateral actions while debates took place in the Pan American Union in 

Washington. 

Other OAS members demanded answers from the Uni ted States to several 

important questions before they would lend their support to any proposed 

regional military force. Had the "Johnson Doctrine lt replaced Kennedy's 

Alliance for Progress and Franklin Roosevelt's much-applauded Good Neighbor 

Policy? Was Johnson committing the United States to a policy of unilateral 

military interventionism without regard for the OAS charter or Latin 

sensitivities? It fell to Ambassador Bunker to answer these questions before 

the OAS Council. 

During the morning session on 28 April, Bunker, who neither requested 

military assistance nor mentioned the possible introduction of additional 

American troops, explained that the Marines' sole mission was to save lives. 

Later, this omission haunted U.S. efforts. That evening the United States 

requested another special session of the council for the following day and 

succeeded in having the issue raised before the Tenth Meeting of Foreign 

Ministers in accordance with Articles 39 and 40 of the OAS charte r. That body 

is the highest council of the organization and the only one empowered to act 

militarily against a member state. 

Before the Meeting of Foreign Ministers could convene on the JOth, OAS 

Secretary General Mora received distressing news from the papal nuncio and 

dean of the diplomatic corps in Santo Domingo, Monsignor Clarizo: tiThe 

si tuation is very serious. Both sides would favor prompt assistance from the 

OAS.,,9 The monsignor added that he was attempting to achieve a cease-fire . 

This information led the council to pass its first resolution on the Dominican 

situation. The resolution called for a cease-fire and the establishment of the 

International Security Zone in the diplomatic section of the city , which the 6th 
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Marines already had secured . The vote, sixteen to zero with four abstentions 

(Chile, Uruguay, Mexico, and Venezuela), came in the early hours of Friday, 30 

April, with the council adjourning at 0200, just minutes before the first plane 

carrying General York and the 82d Airborne Division landed at San Isidro. Late 

that morning Monsignor Clarizo and Ambassador Bennett negotiated a cease

fire -- the first of many -- but, as was often to be the case, it was violated 

almost immediately.l0 

U.S. diplomatic efforts intensified before the foreign ministers that same 

day, with Ambassador Bunker calling for the transfer of military responsibility 

to the Organization of American States while making it clear that the United 

States reserved the right to protect its citizens "in a situation of anarchy.IIIl 

Bunker reaffirmed the necessity for the American actions and asked the 

organization to provide the vehicle by which Dominicans could reestablish a 

viable and stable government. President Johnson bolstered the ambassador by 

requesting that OAS representatives be sent to the island to pave the way for a 

return to the constitutional process and by dispatching Ambassador-at-Large 

Averell Harriman to meet with political leaders throughout Latin America. In 

addi tion, Johnson pledged American support for OAS actions and hinted at 

Communist influence within the rebellion.1 2 When the president addressed the 

nation that night, he was certain that anti-Communist sentiments filled the 

country, the Congress, and the Organization of American States. When he 

stated, "People trained outside the Dominican Republic are seeking to gain 

control," he surely was aiming his comments at the organization as well as at 

the American public. 13 No doubt, President Johnson was hoping to rekindle the 

anti-Communist feelings that had resulted in Cuba's expUlsion in 1962. 

Unswayed by the president's speech and concerned by reports of the 

continuing buildup of U.S. Army troops in Santo Domingo, the Meeting of 

Foreign Ministers launched another attack on Ambassador Bunker and the 

intervention. Led by Venezuela, Chile, and Mexico, the ministers denounced 

the United States for violating the OAS charter and expressed deep concern 

over American unilateral action.14 Bunker responded with arguments based on 

the right for self-defense of a country's nationals and on the collapse of law and 

order in Santo Domingo. He failed to convince anyone of American motives but 

took the opportunity to cosponsor a Mexican resolution that called for the 
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formation 01 an OAS special committee charged with fact-finding, negotiation, 

and humanitarian assistance.l 5 

That Mexico both condemned U.S. actions and proposed exactly what 

Bunker wanted was oddly consistent with Latin political thought. Mexico felt a 

strong obligation to denounce U.S. intervention for any reason but shared a deep 

concern over commurlism wi thin the region. Thus, as was true wi th many 

countries, Mexico accompanied its public condemnations with more discreet 

expressions of support. Without this dichotomy between public statements and 

private actions, diplomatic progress within Latin America would not have been 

possible. 

On 1 May , the OAS Meeting of Foreign Ministers formed a special 

comrnittee and empowered it to seek a cease-fire, to ensure that evacuations of 

civilians went unimpeded, and to investigate the situation in Santo Domingo.l 6 

The five-member special committee, chaired by Argentine Ambassador Picardo 

Colombo and composed of representatives frorn Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, 

Guatemala, and Panama, left for Santo Domingo the next day aboard a U.S. 

aircraft. I7 Once in place, the committee played an important role in 

negotiations and in reporting local condi tions to the OAS Council and the 

ministers. Secretary General Mora arrived in Santo Domingo just before the 

committee, and his appearance and individual efforts to promote peace in Santo 

Domingo marked the first time that an OAS leader had personally participated 

in such a mission.l 8 His intercession in the conflict reflected the degree of 

concern that the Latin nations felt about both the violence of the civil war and 

the unilateral American intervention. Although the United States was not a 

formal member of the committee, its influence was seen in the committee's 

reports and in their positive position on the estabHshment of an inter-American 

force. Thus, the formation of the spec ial committee laid the foundation for the 

Organization of American States to take action on the Dominican situation. 

Debates on an Inter-American Force 

Before the 6 May fo reign ministers' vote on an inter-American milltary 

force, the OAS members displayed an unexpected level of reluctance toward 

the American proposal [or a multinational force . Many Latin American nations 
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suspected President Johnson's motives and feared giving legitimacy to 

an American return to interventionism. Considerations for public opinion at 

home and an awareness that any action they might take would be interpreted as 

one Latin acting against another on behalf of the United States forced many 

pOlitical leaders to temper support for an OAS-sponsored force.I9 

President Johnson used this period to strengthen his case concerning 

Communist domination of the rebel forces in Santo Domingo and to stress the 

importance that Latin American contributions could make to ending the 

hostilities. The United States tried to reduce the damage that its unilateral 

actions had already caused by stressing neutrality in dealing with the two 

factions . While obvious in intent, the plan seemed to have some success. 

Opposition within the Organization of American States began to decline as time 

passed and as more information became available from the commissions and 

committees that visited Santo Domingo.20 

On Monday, 3 May, the OAS Council received two reports from its special 

missions that had been in Santo Domingo. These reports concluded that 

conditions had deteriorated to the point where intervention had become 

necessary and detailed the conditions they found on their arrival : "We were 

deeply moved and saddened ... [there is] an evident lack of security and of 

authorities having effective control ... the atmosphere was one of tragedy, 

mourning, and real human anguish." As if to heighten the special cornmittee's 

apprehensions, Colonel Caamano advised its [nembers to use an ambulance to 

travel inside Santo Domingo since he could not guarantee that the rebels would 

not fire on any other type of transport. 21 Both reports reluctantly called for 

the introduction of Latin American troops so that U.S. troops could be reduced 

or totally withdrawn. This was the opportunity Johnson had been waiting for . 

The call for Latin troops by the OAS committees lent credence to his desire to 

involve other regional nations. At the same time, the recommendations 

provided the Latin governments with the means to reac t under the premise of 

reducing U.S. involvement in the region. 

Supported by the reports' recommendations, Ambassador Bunker formally 

called for a vote on the resolution to establish an inter-American force. 22 This 

stand had not been unforeseen and was, in fact, the culmination of a great deal 

of American pressure on the committees. The inter-American force would be 
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used to establish an atmosphere where negotiation and conciliation could 

prosper, with neither faction feeling militarily threatened by the other. "The 

United States forces that are there have been employed to help carry out the 

resolutions of the Organization of American States," Bunker said. "We are 

anxious ••• to create a multinational force. We would hope that member 

countries would supply fo rces so that we might withdraw some of our own . We 

would hope that all forces could be withdrawn at the earliest possible 

moment ."23 

The 6 May resolution, sponsored jointly by Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, and Venezuela, called for the formation of a unified 

inter-American force under the control of the OAS Meeting of Foreign 

Ministers. 24 Its mission would be to maintain the security of the inhabitants, 

protect human rights, and establish an atmosphe re for reconciliation and the 

resumption of democratic institutions. Secretary General Mora wou ld request 

volunteer forces remaining unde r the control of their national services but 

acting under the operational command of the OAS force commander. The force 

commander in turn would rece ive guidance and instructions from the 

ministers.25 The Meeting of Foreign Ministers would remain in session to 

provide this guidance and would keep the United Nations informed of its 

actions. The ministers would be impartial and would be empowered to withdraw 

the forces. The resolution also provided the United States a legitimate 

umbrella under which to operate until OAS forces could be found and provided 

President Johnson with multilateral support for his anti-Communist policies. 

Finally, the resolution gave the Organization of American States a n opportunity 

to demonstrate its abili ty to handle a violent situation through coordinated joint 

action. (Chart 1) 
The positive vote that followed the Inter-American Peace Force debate 

was a relief for Ambassador Bunker, the president, and all American 

ambassadors in Latin America. Temporarily at least, it relaxed the pressure to 

get a positive vote on the inter-American force from the ir host nations. The 

charter required a two-thirds majority for resolutions call ing for armed actions, 

and the final vote on the resolution was fifteen to five: Mexico, Uruguay, 

Chile, Ecuador, and Peru voted against the resolution. Venezuela, torn between 

a long-standing contempt for communism and strong revulsion for American 
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Chart 2 - Command Relationships, Inter-American Peace Force 

Organization of 
American States ~-- Secretary of State r-- Secretary of Defense 
Washington, D.C. 

Organization of 

American States ,...- Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Santo Domingo I 
I 
I 
I 

Commander, I 
I Commander in Chief, 

Inter·American I 
Peace Force I 

Atlantic 

I 

~ 
Deputy Commander, Commander, 

Inter-American Peace Force U.S. Forces, Dominican Republic 

I 
I I 

Latin American Forces U.S. Forces 

Direct Operational Control 

- - - - Coordination 

Source: Department of the Army, Challenge: A Report by the Chief of Staff (Washington, D.C.: Department 01 the Army, 

Jul 64 • Apr 681. p. 353. 



interventionism, abstained but agreed to abide by the majority's decision. 26 

Composition of the Force 

Now began the search to find soldiers for the new force. Initially, 

Secretaries Rusk and McNamara anticipated military participation from 

Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Costa Rica, and several other nations in Central 

America. Events within Latin America soon took unexpected turns, however, 

and large anti-American demonstrations occurred in many capitals. The vast 

majority of Latin newspapers reflected these sentiments, and anti-American 

articles and editorials outnumbered pro-American ten to one.27 Although 

supporting Johnson's objectives, Venezuelan President Betancourt felt that 

unilateral actions had forced Latin America into a Lait accompli by not seeking 

OAS support first.2 8 Argentine and Colombian military leaders favored sending 

troops but were blocked by domestic considerations as well as Argentina's 

distrust over the OAS offer to have Brazil name the military commander. 

Panama and Bolivia opposed U.S. military actions but voted in Lavor of the 

resolution and supplied humanitarian aid. Paraguay agreed to send troops only 

if everyone else did . And, not too surprisingly, Haiti was not asked to 

contribute.29 

On 12 May, Honduras became the first nation formally to offer troops for 

the inter-American force. Brazil, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and EI Salvador soon 

followed.30 On 22 May Mora asked Brazil to name the commander and the 

United States to name his deputy .31 The first Latin American troops, Honduran 

infantry, arrived in the Dominican Republic on 14 May and began operations 

with the newly named Inter-American Peace Force nine days later. National 

contributions to the non-U.S. portion of the force were: Brazil, 1,130; 

Honduras, 250; Nicaragua, 160; Paraguay, 184; El Salvador, 3 staff officers; and 

Costa Rica, 20 policemen (Costa Rica did not have a standing military force). 

Ambassador Bunker's original offer to place all 21,500 U.S. troops already there 

under Inter-American Peace Force command was later amended to a 6,243-man 

permanent contingent. 32 

Many nations that opposed the force nevertheless responded to a Meeting 

of Foreign Ministers' resolution of 3 May calling for humanitarian aid)3 The 
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United States, Mexico, Venezuela , Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Colombia, 

Panama , and Puerto Rico contributed fooa, medicine, and Clothing. The OAS 

Relief Coordination Center was established in Santo Domingo on 8 May and 

coordinated relief operations throughout the life of the peace force. It worked 

in conjunc tion with Dominican public health authorities, the Pan American 

Sanitary Bureau, the U.S. Agency for International Development, Caritas, 

CARE, the International and Dominican Red Cross , and Church World Services. 

By the e nd of August, OAS members had contributed 62.6 million pounds of 

foodstuffs for the relief effort .J4 In addit ion to food, doctors and nu rses from 

many nations began to arrive on the island as early as 6 May. The willingness 

these nations showed to provide such assistance demonstrated their desire to 

help, but th rough means other than mili tary force. Considering the domestic 

political si tuations in many of these nations , humanitarian aid was the only 

rea lis tic form of assistance they could offe r. 

The Resolution Becomes Reality 

General Palmer assumed temporary command of the peace force until 

Brazilian General Hugo Panasco Alvim arrived on Fr iday, 28 May. Kept 

informed of events at the Organization of American States by the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff, General Wheeler directed Palmer, who opposed placing the force under 

non- U.S. command, to protect U.S. influence as much as possible. Thus, Palmer 

fo rmed a skeleton headquarters even before the force was activated officially. 

The headquarters was established in the Hotel Jaragua on the coast southeast of 

the American embassy, and officers already assigned to XV III Airborne Corps 

formed a cadre staff. By forming the cadre staff before the Brazilian 

commander a rrived, Palmer assured that adequate U.S. influence would 

con tinue in the new organization. General Palmer had first expressed fear of 

losing autonomous action to the secretary of defense on 9 May, and Palmer and 

Admiral Moorer reiterated that fear on the 27th in message traffic with 

General Wheeler. Wheeler responded that the only viable option for the Inter

American Peace Force was to have a Latin commander who would share 

responsibility with Palmer as his deputy. 
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The United St3tes, by supplying the vast majori ty of manpower and almost 

all logistics, would be able to influence the actions of the fo rce without 

commanding it. An intra-regional military peace-keeping force under OAS 

control was far more palatable in Latin America than was one under U.S. 

controlj at the same time , the regional force would tend to seek the same goals 

as the United States -- ending the strife and preventing a Commun ist takeover. 

Any overt attempt to maintain American autonomy or independence of ac tion 

while part of the force was politically taboo. General Wheeler clearl y stated 

his position, and reinforced the primacy of political considerations in the 

intervention, when he told General Palmer and Admiral Moorer, " We devised 

the IAF [inter-American force] concept fo r the purpose of giving an 

international cover to American military involvement in the Dominican 

Republic and to legitimatize our activities in world opinion by iden tif yi ng the m 

with the OAS.,,35 

Even before these rudimentary steps were taken, the first e lements of the 

Inter-American Peace Force began to arrive in the Dominican Republic. The 

Honduran contingent of some 250 officers and enlisted men deployed to San 

Isidro aboard U.S. aircraft on 14 May. Their a rrival highlighted a problem that 

caused conste rnat ion among U.S. planne rs and logisticians. To entice support 

fo r the Inter-American Peace Force, the United States offe red to provide all 

supplies and logistics to any participating contingents. Thus, except for the 

Brazilian contingent , Latin soldiers arrived with their weapons but li ttle else .36 

Faced wi th having to feed and outfi t the a rri va ls f rom stocks meant for only 

American troops, Gene ral Palmer suggested to the joint c hiefs that further 

Latin troop deployments be delayed until additional supplies became available 

or until the Latin governments made their own arrangements for supplies. His 

suggestions were not accepted j making the peace-keeping force multi na tional 

as soon as possible became President Johnson's highest priority once the 

military stalemate had been achieved between the two Dominican fac tions. To 

lessen Palmer's immediate burden, however , Secretary of Defense McNamara 

directed that additional food , clothing, tentage, and non-U .S. standard 

ammunition be sent directly to the Dominican Republic from storage depots in 

the continen tal United States. The United States continued to feed, house, and 

supply the non-Brazilian forces for the dura t ion. 
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Nicaraguan and Costa Rican troops arrived in Santo Domingo on 15 May. 

The 82d Airborne Division's assistant division commander and G-3 briefed 

arriving contingent commanders on the military situation and on how their 

forces would be supported and employed. Lead elements of the Brazilian 

infantry battalion arrived on 22 May, and the Brazilian contingent that included 

1,130 men and almost .75 million pounds of equipment arrived at San Isidro 

airfield by the 28th .37 When Paraguayan and El Salvadoran contingents arrived 

a month later, the total Latin American st rength was brought to 1,763 officers 

and enlisted men.38 

On the afternoon of Sunday, 23 May, representatives from five nations 

met in the Hote l Embajador to sign a document that produced a singular 

experiment in cooperation for the Organization of American States and changed 

the modus operandi employed by the United States to influence events in Latin 

America. When the last national contingent commander put his name to the 

Act Creating the Inter-American Peace Force, a new organization and concept 

for collective action was born. This was the first time sovereign states within 

the Americas banded together to form a regional multinational military 

force.39 The formation of this force did not prove easy. Not only was it an 

experiment in coalition military operations, but the very conception of such a 

force required the OAS members to overcome suspicions of the United States 

and of Latin neighbors as well. 

The signing ceremony in Santo Domingo that May afternoon did more than 

give the Inter-A merican Peace Force its legal birth right. It ended weeks of 

diplomatic maneuvering between the United States -- seeking regional and 

international approval through multinationalization -- and latin nations who 

tended not to see issues and solutions from the same perspective as did the 

"giant to the north." After he signed the document, OAS Secretary General 

Mora announced: "[The Inter-American Peace Force would provide] for the 

promotion of the peace and the tranquility, under conditions that will permit 

the Dominican people to establish a democratic civil government, to hold 

elections, [and] close the wounds and bitterness from the civil war and follow 

the road of help and reconstruction.,,40 

General Alvim assumed command of the unified force on 29 May, in a 

ceremony at the Hotel Jaragua, and immediately set about formalizing staff 
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and order of battle .41 The headquar ters , as established by Gene ral Palmer, had 

six major staff sections bearing "C" designations and was similar in function to 

standard U.S. organizational staffs. Genera l Alvim designated American 

officers as deputy commander, deputy chief of staff , supply and logistic officer , 

provost marshal, information officer, and deputies in all other sections. The 

headquarters was staffed with 156 men divided equa lly between U.S. and Latin 

officers, although the vast major ity of enlisted men (42) were Americans.42 

Hampered by language ba rriers and, at least in U.S. eyes, by a gene rally 

lethargic approach to staff work , they functioned reasonab ly well t h roughout 

the operation. The Army reduced the language bar rier by identifying and 

deploying Spanish-speaking officers and e nlisted men to the headquarters. 

Although 1,100 U.S. officers we re assigned within Latin America at the 

outbreak of the civil war (in military assistance advisory groups, other military 

assistance groups, and attache assignments), this pool of talent went la rgely 

untouchedj only 4 of the 47 chosen for the U.S. part of the peace force staff 

had Latin experience .43 Diffe rences about roles and responsibilities were never 

reconciled fully, although they were gene rally overcome by U.S. officers 

"picking up the slack" a nd through similar theories of mi litary staff 

organization as taught by U.S. mi li tary schools and the School of the Americas. 

Staff functioning was also improved significantly by a sense of camaraderie and 

understanding that developed between the off icers themselves . 

Another American concern dealt with regulations establishing command 

relationships within the peace force. The State Department sent General 

Palmer a draft set of regulations on 28 May. "Regulations for the OAS Inter

American Force," based on a proposal that General Palmer and Ambassador 

Bennett submitted to Washington on 9 May, fo rmalized the organization of the 

headquarters and made the deputy commande r the "alter ego of the 

commander,n empowered to ac t with the voice of the commander and without 

reservation in his absence.44 

Combat units we re organized into two forces - - U.S. and Latin Amer ican . 

Because of their relatively modest numbe r , ini tially all Latin contingents were 

placed in a Latin American brigade and on 4 June came unde r the command of 

Brazilian Col. C. de Mei ra Matios. With the arrival of the Nica raguan and 

Costa Rican units, the brigade was subdivided into the Fraternity Battalion, 
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composed of the Brazilian marine company and all non-Brazilian troops, and the 

Brazilian Battalion, made up entirely of Brazilian infantry.45 The American 

con tingent (composed of the 1st Brigade, g2d Airborne Division; 16th General 

Supply GrouP i 7th Special Forcesj and Air Force elements) remained under 

General Palmer . This procedure satisfied Palmer, Moorer, and the joint chiefs' 

concerns about placing U.S. troops under the di rect cont ro l of a foreign 

commander. In theory, U.S. forces would be unde r the operational control of 

the Inter-American Peace Force and , through it, the Organizat ion of American 

States. In reali ty, they remained under the direct con t ro l of General Palmer, 

whom, before he left for the island, General Wheeler had told that the president 

expected to follow directives from his national chain of command should 

differences between U.S. a nd OAS objectives arise .46 (Chart 1) 

Operations in Santo Domingo 

By late May the fluid milita ry si tuation in Santo Domingo was essentially 

stabili zed, and the United States began to wi thdraw combat troops. Earlier 

that month , even as U.S. forces were arriving on the island, Secretaries Rusk 

and McNamara discussed this process as a means to develop support for an OAS 

peace force. Army units not involved in the 

communication, International Security Zone, or San 

security of the li ne of 

Isidro Ai rfield, as well as 

the vast majority of division ar tillery, began to return to Fort Bragg on 29 May. 

The Marines, the first in and the most visible symbol of the United States, were 

the first to redeploy and by early July had all departed. By 24 June, onshore 

U.S. strength had been reduced from its 17 May peak of 21 ,900 to some 

12,400.47 By Christmas Day, only those e lements specif ically dedicated to the 

Inter-Ame rican Peace Force remained on the island.48 

These troop reductions reflected more than relative peace and stability in 

Santo Domingo. Primarily, the withdrawals demonstrated to the members of 

the Organizat ion of American States that the United States would act in good 

faith to reduce its military presence as Latin troops joined the force. Second, 

the reductions showed American confidence in the ability of the Latin troops to 

maintain the peace, backed as they were by an 82d Airborne Division brigade. 

The latter proved important in obtaining contributions for the peace force 
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Chart 3 - Organization, Inter-American Peace Force 
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Deputy Commander 
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Group 

Task Force. 7th Special 

Forces Group 
Air Force Elements 

Source: Organization 01 American States, Fuerza Inl9famericana De Paz (Washington, D.C. : Pan American Unloo, 

1966), p.15. 



as well as supporting those governments that had made early offers of troops. 

Finally, the reductions were aimed at calming discontent and debate over the 

president's policies in Congress and in the press. In retrospect, the reductions 

influenced public opinion more in Latin America than in Washington. 

Even before assuming an official role, Latin American units were placed 

in the relatively quiet security zone as members of joint military police patrols 

and observation teams to monitor the cease-fire. These teams, which began 

operations on 24 May, roamed the Loyalist-held areas of Santo Domingo and 

reported to General Palmer. Each three-man military police patrol was 

composed of an American, a Honduran, and a Costa Rican soldier. Two days 

after they began operation, the patrols were augmented by all-Latin 

observation teams who reported cease-fire violations and civil troubles to the 

peace force staff. Beginning on 29 May and continuing through early June, 

Brazilian units relieved U.S. troops along the International Security Zone, 

secured the presidential palace, and established security checkpoints in the 

vicinity. At the same time, units from the all-Latin Fraternity Battalion began 

to occupy positions on the security zone and line of communication perimeters 

adjacent to rebel territory.49 

In June, Colonel Caamano's rebel forces tested the resolve of the new 

coalition. On the 6th they suspended negotiations and fired at troops along the 

line of communication. U.S. and Latin troops returned fire in a demonstration 

of their will to hold the corridor open and inviolate. After a brief but violent 

exchange, the rebels withdrew into Ciudad Nuevo. Then, one week later on 15 

June, the rebels launched a second and final attempt to expand out of their 

stronghold. Commencing at 0750, they attacked American outposts along the 

line of communication with sporadic but coordinated small arms fire. By 0915 

they were directing continuous fire against U.S. forces, and at noon they 

assaulted Brazilian positions)O Despite the coordinated attack involving 

mortars, bazookas, and several tanks, the rebels lost a 56-square-block area to 

82d Airborne Division units which had received OAS permission to advance. 

During the battle, twenty-fou r American and five Brazilian soldiers were 

wounded and sixty-seven rebels were killed)1 

The June offensive fully initiated the Latin troops to battle. Although 

Brazilians did not leave their defensive positions, they returned fire with great 
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bravado, expending far more ammunition than did their American com rades. 

Failure to split the Brazilians from the American troops and the loss of 

terri tory so demoralized the rebels that they returned to the negotiating table. 

Three days later, on 18 June, the OAS ad hoc committee (created by a 

Meeting of Foreign Ministers resolution on the 2d) achieved a major diplomatic 

breakthrough and the first concrete step toward a final political solution. The 

committee was composed of th ree members: Ilmar Penna Marinko of Brazil, 

Ramon de Clairmont Duena of EI Salvador, and Ellsworth Bunker of the United 

States. After 101 separate meetings with the Constitutionalists and Loyalists 

(48 with Caamano and 5) with 1m bert ), an ag reement established a provisional 

government that would rule until e lections could be held within six to nine 

months.52 The popula t ion was to be disarmed and the Inte r-Ame rican Peace 

Force and OAS Human Rights Commission were to remain in Santo Domingo 

until the promised elections took place. At noon on 18 June, U.S. helicopters 

dropped 70,000 copies of the agreement in Santo Domingo a nd the adjacent 

countryside in an attempt to show the population that peace was at hand and to 

calm feelings from the recent rebel offensive)) 

The peace force had taken military control of the situation in Santo 

Domingo from the rebe ls and given it to the OAS negotiators. Following the 

fighting in mid-June , it became obvious that the force was there to stay and 

that it was willing to carry out its mission of peace-keeping in support of a 

negotiated settlement. In later years , General Pa lme r c redited the resolve and 

determination of the inter-American fo rce during June 1965 with speeding the 

situation toward resolut ion. The next task for the Organization of American 

States was to seek an acceptable caretaker government until proper e lections 

could be he ld. 

The Provisional Government and the Peace Force 

The OAS ad hoc committee agreement, signed fo llowing the thwarted 

rebel offensive of 15 June by Colonel Caamano a nd General 1m bert, opened a 

month of negotiations to find an acceptable leader for a provisional 

government. On 10 July both factions approved Hector Garcia-Godoy with the 

proviso that his government use an interim const itution rathe r than tha t of 1962 
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or 1963. Ambassador Bennett suggested Garcia-Godoy after Caamano rejected 

the original U.S. nominee, Rafael Bonnelly, as being too closely linked with the 

Loyalist military. After another six weeks of intensive negotiations with 

1m bert, and with Ambassador Bennett relaying President Johnson's threat to 

sever U.S. economic aid to him unless a new provisional government was 

formed, the OAS-proposed Acts of Q,econciliation and Institutional Act was 

ratified on 31 August)4 The acts proposed to restore peace to the island, to 

promote economic recovery, to establish democratic institutions, and to assure 

that Dominican citizens could live under a systeln of freedom and justice rather 

than the anarchy and chaos that had existed since 24 April. 55 Colonel 

Caamano's signature on the document officially ended the civil war and led to 

the dissolution of both the Constitutionalist and national reconstruction 

governments, making way for the new provisional government. Among the 

Constitutionalist signatories to the acts were Antonio Silvestre Guzman and 

Salvador Jorge Blanco, both of whom later became presidents of the republic . 

Garcia-Godoy was sworn into oUice on Sunday, 3 September, on the steps 

of the national palace and was extended U.S. diplomatic recognition on the 4th . 

He pledged impartiality, a removal of the mi litary f rom politics, and an end to 

corrupt ion in government.56 Supported by $20 million in U.S. aid, food , and 

medicine, Garcia-Godoy began to calm the situation. One of his first official 

acts was to order the reintegration of General Wessin y Wessin's autonomous 

Armed Forces Training Center into the regular Dominican Army . Not 

su rprisingly, the powe rfu l general was less than enthusiastic about this plan, and 

he challenged it di rectly on 9 September. Under the gUise of a farewell address 

to his troops, he massed his tanks and began a slow road march toward Santo 

Domingo. Suspecting a coup, Garcia-Godoy requested assistance from 

Generals Alvim and Palmer, who ordered an American battalion to prevent the 

heavily armed force from entering the city. U.S. troops blocked the highway 

leading to the Duarte Bridge and brought the advancing armored column and 

Wessin y Wessin's hopes of retaining his power to a halt.57 

As an aftermath to this episode, General Wessin y Wessin WilS retired and 

put aboard a commercial airc raft to Florida, where he became the Dominican 

Republic's consul general.58 Realizing that the United States had backed his 

expulsion, Wessin y Wessin publicly announced that he had been "forced to leave 
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at the point of an American bayonet." Actually, the U.S. office rs who escorted 

him to the plane were armed wi th pistols. 59 

The formation of the provisional government shifted the role of the Inter

American Peace Force from neutrality to support of the new government. 60 

The force gave Garcia-Godoy the time he needed to establ ish his government, 

reduce tensions, and hold elections. Generals Alvim and Palmer pre .... ented a 

second military coup attempt in late September, using their new directive to 

support the provisional government. Hearing that the military was about to 

issue a decree which would in effect refuse to recognize Garcia-Godoy's 

authority , Alvim and Palmer met secretly with the military leaders and 

convinced them that the Inter-American Peace Force would act to preserve the 

government. The proclamation was never issued . 

Besides military support, the inter-American force (actuaUy the U.S. 

contingent) provided the provisional government with tangible material and 

training support. Consumables such as food , pet roleum products, medicine, and 

building materials went to the Dominican armed forces, the national police, and 

the former Constitutionalists at the 27th of February Camp. In addition, items 

such as light vehicles , tentage, unifo rms, and a rmored vests went primarily to 

the national police. To round out the support package, the U.S. 2d Battalion, 

504th Infantry, provided nearly 6,000 man-hours of counte rgue rrilla training to 

the Dominican Mella Battalion at Camp MelJa. This three-week course included 

instruction and practical field exercises concentrating on camouflage, 

demolitions, and intelligence gathering and processing. American forces also 

provided routine transportation, publication, and communication support on 

demand to the Garcia-Godoy government. Exc lud ing this last category of 

support, U.S. Forces, Dominican Republic, directly cont ributed over $.2 million 

in supplies and equipment.61 

With the peace force firmly behind him, Garcia-Godoy continued to make 

Changes. He reorganized the national pollee, so long a point of controversy, 

under the Ministry of the Interior and announced plans to disarm Ciudad Nuevo 

and move the rebel forces out of the city. Realizing that his own forces were 

unprepared for such an undertaking, Garcia-Godoy requested assis tance from 

General Palmer and the Inter-American Peace Force. On 25 October the 1st 

Brigade of the 82d Airborne Division, augmented with two infantry battalions 
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from 2d Brigade, began to sweep south across Ciudad Nuevo from positions 

along the line of communication. Simultaneously, the Latin American Brigade 

took up blocking positions to the west, effectually sealing Ciudad Nuevo 

between inter-American forces and the Ozama River. The operation proceeded 

without serious incident and ended with peace-keeping troops escorting Colonel 

Caamano and his remaining supporters to the 27th of February Camp, located 

on the eastern bank of the Ozama. On 1 November the 1st Brigade withdrew 

from Ciudad Nuevo, leaving one company of the 1st Battalion, 504th Infantry, 

occupying the city power plant and the Duarte Bridge.62• 

With the core of Constitutionalist resistance removed from Santo 

Domingo, daily life in the city began to return to normal under the care of the 

provisional government and the watchful eyes of the peace force. By the 

second week of November, banks and newspapers resumed operation and the 

port of Santo Domingo reopened. The reorganized national police received 

training and equipment from U.S. forces and gradually exerted control over the 

city, although occasional outbreaks of lawlessness continued. Within the 

provisional government, discussions turned toward a timetable for merging the 

autonomous national police with the army.63 Santo Domingo was still far from 

peaceful, but it was finally beginning to recover and return to normal. 

Throughout the summer of 1965, inter-American troops maintained ten 

security checkpoints to control access and stop the flow of arms and munitions 

into Ciudad Nuevo. Their effectiveness became visible in early July with the 

appearance of the first anti-Brazilian slogans alongside the mandatory "Yankee 

go home" graffiti. 

Before the scheduled elections, President Garcia-Godoy called upon Jnter

American Peace Force troops to stop several violent clashes between former 

Constitutionalists and Loyalist military in Santiago and Barahona, both located 

to the northwest of Santo Domingo. (Map 2.) During the night of 21-22 

November, riots broke out in these two cities when former Constitutionalists 

seized local radio stations. Shortly after taking control, the rebels announced 

that the y had established a new Dominican government. The latest coup was to 

be shor t lived, however, as President Garcia-Godoy dispatched Dominican 

t roops to the cities and requested inter-American support. Part of the Rea dy 

Reac tion Force, Company C, 2d Battalion, 508th Infantry, went immediatel y to 
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the area. Although the company did not participate in the actual fighting to 

regain government control, its presence was credited with helping Dominican 

forces put down the new uprising .64 

A second, and more serious, incident occurred on 19 December in 

Santiago, when police and military troops attacked a large group of 

Constitutionalists. That morning Colonel Caamano and approximately 150 

armed Constitutionalist soldiers traveled by motorcade from Santo Domingo to 

Santiago to celebrate Mass for a slain rebel lieutenant. At 0900, following 

Mass, )00 Loyalist troops and national policemen set upon the group as they 

proceeded to the Hotel Matum for breakfast. The ensuing gun battle raged for 

five hours until a company of American troops arrived by plane and helicopter 

from San Isidro Airfield. The paratroopers maneuvered themselves between the 

factions and allowed their commander, Lt. Col. John Costa, to negotiate for the 

release of fifteen Americans trapped by the fighting in the hotel and for the 

disengagement of the two Dominican forces. Soon Colonel Caamano and his 

supporters were allowed to leave for Santo Domingo, but not before four 

Constitutionalists and eleven Dominican military and police were killed and an 

additional eighteen wounded.65 

The incident at the Matum Hotel proved to be Caamano's swan song. In 

late January of 1966 Garcia-Godoy pos ted him to London as military attachej 

he remained there in seclusion for several years. Other prominent military 

leaders of the rebellion were posted to Europe, Israel, and Puerto Rico. 68 

The provisional president also called upon the inter-American force to 

quell sporadic outbreaks of violence directed against the Santo Domingo police 

in February 1966. In one particularly barbaric incident, a c rowd set upon a 

policeman, beat him severely, doused him with kerosene, set him aDame, and 

dragged him through the streets until he died.67 Once again, the peace force 

acted on the request of the provisional government and restored order. 

In January 1966 the first major rift developed between the Inter

American Peace Force commander, General Alvim, and the U.S. diplomatic 

mission led by Ambassador Bunker. On 6 January, Alvim refused to act on a 

joint provisional government and OAS ad hoc committee request to occupy 

Radio Santo Domingo, captured by right-wing military troops during an aborted 

coup attempt the previous day. Ambassador Bunker met with Alvim and told 
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him that he would instruct General Palmer to recapture the radio station with 

American troops if Alvim refused to issue the order. Faced with this 

ultimatum, Alvim gave in; acting under his orders, U.S. paratroopers seized 

Radio Santo Domingo the next day. In a face-saving move, Brazilian President 

Castelo Blanco agreed to remove General Alvim if the United States also 

replaced General Palmer. Later that month, Brig. Gen. Alvaro de Silva Braga 

and Brig. Gen. Robert R. Linvill took command.68 The replacement of a 

general and a lieutenant general with two brigadier generals further signified 

the diminishing military role of both the United States and the Organization of 

American States in restoring normality to the Dominican Republic. 

The Election of June 1966 

Dominicans approached the scheduled June election with mixed feelings 

and expectations. Since independence, the nation had had twenty-seven 

constitutions and some thirty-two elections, of which perhaps only four could be 

considered reasonably free and honest.69 Oiten losers had prevented winners 

from taking office. In this instance, the U.S. State Department and the Inter

American Peace Force made it clear that the new elections would be free, 

honest, and binding. They established three sets of observers to monitor 

elections throughout the island: the provisional government's Central Election 

Commission, a 41-member OAS observation team (representing eighteen 

member nations), and an unofficial but State Department-sponsored U.S. team 

of nine observers under Socialist Norman ThomasJO All three groups agreed 

that the elections had indeed been free from obstruction or pressure and, 

despite minor irregularities in registration procedures, had been conducted 

honestly and in good faith. 

Eleven of twelve recognized political parties participated in the June 

election, but the race was between three fonner Dominican presidents -

Balaguer, Bonnelly, and Bosch. Balaguer won the election with 57.7 percent of 

the 1.3 million ballots cast, defeating his closest rival, Bosch, by 8.3 percentJ! 

Bonnelly, representing the right wing, finished a poor third with less than 3 

percent of the vote. Why had Bosch, the symbol and voice of the 

Constitutionalist cause, lost? General Palmer provided the best answer. He 
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attributed Bosch's loss to flaws in his character; that is, Bosch lacked machismo 

and appeared cowardly by remaining in exile for so long before and during the 

civ il war)2 

Exactly one year and two months after the start of the civil war, and 

acting upon a request from Provisional President Garcia-Godoy, the OAS Tenth 

Meeting of Foreign Ministers passed a resolution on 24 June 1966 calling for the 

withdrawal of the peace force to begin before I July and be completed within 

ninety days.?3 On 28 June the ministers issued orders to Gene ral de Silva Braga 

directing the redeployment of the 8,000 troops from the republic. 74 The 

withdrawal began with the remaining battery of the U.S. 1st Battalion, 320th 

Artillery, on 28 June and continued throughout the summer. The Costa Rican 

detachment left in JulYi the Brazilian marines and the infantry from Honduras, 

Nicaragua, Paraguay, and Panama left in August; and by 21 September the last 

of the U.S. and Latin troops were gone . General de Silva Braga boarded a 

Brazilian transport plane on 21 September and brought the mission to a close.77 

The last so ldier to leave Dominican so il was General Linvill, a nd on 27 

September 1966 the Organization of American States officially deactivated the 

Inter-American Peace Force)6 The operation cost 237 casualties and a 

financial expenditure of $3lJ million by the United States for both 

humanitarian aid and military-related costs.77 (Table!) 



Table 1 - Inter-American Peace Force Casualties : 

April 1965 - September 1966 

Killed in Action Wounded in Action Non-Combat Dead Total 

U.S. 27 172 20 219 

Latin 0 17 1 18 

Total 27 189 21 237 

Source; Washington Center of FOf"eign Political Research, National Support al lnternational Peacekeeping and Peace 

Observation Operations (Washington, D.C. : Jollns Hopkins Universltt, Feb 70 ), pp. 289·313. 
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CHAPTER V 

Conclusion 
Analyzing the overall Dominican operation requires consideration of more 

than the success or failure of military actions. There was never any real doubt 

that the 82d Airborne Division could militarily subdue either or both factions in 

the civil war. Considering the overwhelming U.S. military strength and 

resources, the battle could have been ended anytime President Johnson desired, 

had he chosen a purely military solution. Instead, he chose to pursue a 

diplomatic solution through the Organization of American States, to use 

military force as his means rather than his end. Throughout the intervention, 

the U.S. military role changed frequently with regard to neutrality toward the 

combatants, to freedom of action, and to intensity. Each stage (initial 

evacuation of U.S. and foreign civilians, stability operations, and unilateral and 

multilateral peace-keeping) required separate and distinct actions by the 82d 

Airborne Division and General Palmer. During each of these phases, political 

considerations dictated the manner, intensity, and scope of military operations. 

The intervention graphically displayed the manner in which military force must 

be integrated into political policy to achieve a desired solution. Therefore, an 

examination of the political and political-military results of the intervention is 

essential to assess the operation properly. 

The U.S. Army was employed both independently and as part of a 

multilateral peace-keeping force in the 1965 Dominican intervention to 

stabilize conditions and maintain the peace to facilitate reinstatement of 

democracy. Its combat role was limited both in duration and in the application 

of force. The 82d Airborne Division's major role was that of peace-keeping and 

maintaining a buffer between the combatants in Santo Domingo. The division 

shared the stage with State Department representatives in Washington, the 

Organization of American States, and the U.S. embassy in Santo Domingo. And 

the military played a supporting role to diplomatic efforts by the United States 

and the Organization of American States. General Palmer addressed the 

singular posi tion in which his forces had been placed in a speech he prepared for 

an Association of the United States Army meeting in October of 1966: "The 

solution of the problem of a nation [does] not necessarily He in the defeat of a 
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specific political faction, but may well spring from dealing with the source of 

the problem -- the economy and welfare of the nation and its people. Thus, our 

military task in stability or national development operations may often be to 

control opposing factions and bring about an atmosphere of tranquility and 

stability."l 

Political Operations 

The United States and the Organization of American States shared the 

political objective of establishing a democratic government that could operate 

in relative peace and tranquility. The free elections of 1966, following the 

establishment of the provisional government the preceding September, came as 

a direct result of this joint objective's being achieved. A second Cuba, as 

President Johnson had phrased it, had been avoided. For the people of the 

Dominican Republic, the intervention had succeeded in restoring the 

democratic process. A stable Dominican government materialized, in later 

years avoided coups as the means to change power , and continued to be anti

Communist if not always pro-American. Subsequent governments reduced the 

Dominican military's political influence and changed its role to emphasize 

maintaining internal security rather than repelling foreign invasion, its intended 

role before 1965. 

Within Latin America, the intervention both created and destroyed. The 

Organization of American States gained regional and international prestige by 

providing the diplomatic forum which ended the rebellion.2 By forming the 

Inter-American Peace Force, the organization showed the world that it was 

capable of policing internal problems without outside interference . The peace 

force proved, if only for this one event, that the OAS nations could work 

together toward a common goal. That the organization was fo rced into action 

by the U.S. unilateral military intervention or that the peace force was 

predominantly American is of little consequence. The perception of OAS action 

existed, and in international politics, perceptions often carry as much weight as 

facts. 

However, the U.S. intervention damaged political relationships within the 

western hemisphere -- causing wounds which remain unhealed. When the 3d 
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Brigade o[ the 82d Airborne Di .... ision landed at San Isidro on )0 April 1965, 

twenty years of American-Latin American foreign policy changed. La tin 

nations that belie .... ed the United States had finally abandoned its policy of 

inte r .... entionism were stunned and outraged at the unilate ral action. Their 

rekindled suspicions of the United States ha .... e yet to be extinguished . 

The inte r .... ention also caused deep rifts within 

especially between the Congress and the chief executi .... e . 

the United States, 

Initial public support 

for the evacuation soon gave way to opposition to the Army's combat and 

stabili ty roles. Johnson based his early public appeals on the need to protect 

American lives, and only late r did he introduce a Communist threat that he 

ne .... er substantiated . While se lf-defense actions seemed reasonable and well 

explained, those concerning Communist in[iuence were often vague and 

accompanied by exaggerations and half-truths. Neither the public no r the news 

media were quick to accept the CIA lists or many of Johnson's statements 

concerning Communist infiltration and control of the Constitutionalist 

movement . Journalists were quick to investigate the president's assertions and 

publish their own, often contradic tory, findings. 3 

Military Operations 

President Johnson gave General Palmer the missions of protec ting 

American lives, preventing a Communist takeover of the government, 

establi shing a stable atmosphe re , and assisting OAS negotiations. He 

accomplished each of these objecti .... es. Not one American who remained in 

Santo Domingo following the Marine evacuations on 27 and 28 April lost his life 

to re .... olutionary violence after the Army arrived. The .... iolence, however, did 

not stop. Three thousand Dominicans lost their lives either to fighting between 

the two politica l factions or in bat tles with the 82d Airborne Division during 

this same period .4 The rapidity and relati .... e ly large scale of the 82d's 

deployment to the Dominican Republic stunned the rebel1ion and quickly led to 

the physical separation of the factions. The Army's arrival bolstered Loyalists' 

morale and gave them back a will to fight the extremist elements that we re 

attempting to seize the revolution [rom the Dominican Revolutionary Party. 

The only area in which the division's rapid deployment failed to meet the 
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president's expectations was in the political arena, not on the field of battle.5 

Johnson never expected the intense level of domestic opposition to his 

interjection of the Army into the Dominican Civil War. 

Despite avoidable shortcomings with initial intelligence and planning, the 

Army carried out all combat operations with efficiency and minimal collateral 

damage. After establishing the line of communication on 3 May, U.S. forces 

quickly adapted to their roles as peace-keepers and providers of humanitarian 

aid for the people of Santo Domingo. Late in May, General Palmer directed a 

change in the rules of engagement. The soldier, who had previously been 

allowed to "return fire when fired upon," was then required to "take cover and 

not fire unless the position was in danger of being overrun or American lives 

[were] in extreme danger.,,6 The disciplined and informed paratroopers handled 

the frequently changing definition of neutrality remarkably weU. Begun as pro

loyalist, the operation shifted close to neutrality after the line of 

communication was established, achieved true neutrality following the rebel 

offensive of mid-June, and finally became pro-provisional government with its 

formation in late October. At every step the soldiers knew what General 

Palmer expected from them, and they responded accordingly. 

The incorporation of elements of the 82d Airborne Division into the lnter

American Peace Force in late May was handled effectively, thanks in great 

measure to the preparations Palmer made in establishing a cadre staff. Similar 

theories of military organization and staff procedures, as taught by the U.S.

sponsored inter-American military education system, helped smooth operations 

within the headquarters and promoted a general feeling of common purpose and 

camaraderie among the staff. While the Army assigned competent officers to 

man the U.S. positions on the staff, many had never dealt with latin officers 

and literally could not speak their language. 

The latin elements of the peace force conducted themselves well both in 

handling direct military threats and in resisting temptations to respond to 

provocation from Communist-inspired crowds and propaganda. Although many 

arrived with minimum personal equipment and remained totally dependent on 

the United States for logistics, their effectiveness increased throughout the 

operation. Brazilian actions during the rebel offensive of 15 June demonstrated 

latin discipline and dedication to the inter-American mission. 
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Summary 

From the operation's onset, U.S . policy makers viewed military force as a 

means through which political ends CQuid be aChieved. The 82d Airborne 

Division was used to capture objectives which would strengthen American or 

OAS political positions rather than to clear the entire field of battle. That is, 

the military mission remained flexible and changed several times during the 

operation to speed an eventual political solution. The separation of the 

combatants and the prevention of the spread of host ili t ies outside of Santo 

Domingo brought about a military sta lemate between the Loyalists and 

Constitutionalists which, in turn, led to negotiation. The div ision's presence 

then preserved relative tranquility and gave the factions time and incentive to 

form the provisional government and eventually to hold elections the foHowing 

June. 

At every step along the way, Gene ral Palmer and the 82d Airborne 

Division were called upon to use different methods of operation. Rules of 

engagement were changed to emphasize increased levels of restraint and 

neutrality as the intervention progressed. Humanitarian aid and order replaced 

combat as the essential mission for the division once stability had been 

achieved in Santo Domingo) At each step and change of mission, General 

Palmer supported the political goals of the president and secretary of state 

first, and military expediency second. The 82d Airborne Division rapidly 

deployed en masse to the Dominican Republic and , possessing the discipline and 

self-restraint to adapt quickly to changing political environments, was the 

catalyst for the eventual diplomatic solution to the civil war. General Palmer's 

thorough understanding of his role , his ability to work closely with Ambassadors 

Bunker and Bennett, and the discipline and restraint displayed by the 82d 

Airborne's individual soldie r during the seventeen-month-long operation ended 

the 1965 Dominican Civil War and retur"ed the country from the brink of 

collapse. 
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12 May 66, sub: Report of Civic Action Ac tivities, both in Bunker personal 
papers, file: Correspondence with USFORDOMREP, box 14383670291. 
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APPENDIX 

Who's Who 

Dominicans 

Alvarez Holguin, Lt. Col. Pedro Augusto (Army) 
Commander of 16th of August Camp at outbreak of civil warj one of three 
officers who started rebellion against Reid government 

Aristy, Hector 
Chief adviser to Colonel Caamano during revolution and man who assumed 
de facto power among rebel fighting forces 

Balaguer, Joaquin 
Right-ot-center figurehead president at end of Trujillo era; head of first 
council of state after Trujillo assassination until mid-January 1962j 
elected to presidency I June 1966, defeating Bosch and BonnellYi now 
leads Reformist Party 

Benoit, Col. Pedro Bartolome (Air Force) 
President of San Isidro junta established 27 April 1965; made official call 
for U.S. military assis tance 

Bonnelly, Rafael 
Right-Wing president from 1962 until 27 February 1963; headed second 
council of state after Balaguer deposed; unsuccessful candidate for 
president in June 1966 election 

Bosch) Juan 
President from February 1963 until ousted by coup in September 1963; 
formed Dominican Revolutionary Party while in exile in Puerto Rico; 
unsuccessful candidate for presidency in June 1966; current head of left
wing political party 

Caamano Deno) Lt . Col. Francisco (Army) 
Adviser to Reid who became leader of rebel elements of revolutionj 
Constitutionalist president in 1965; pro-Bosch; died in aborted coup 
attempt in 1973 

Clarizo) Msgr . Emanuel 
Papal nuncio to Dorninican Republic and dean of diplomatic corps; played 
decisive role in commencing negotiations between Constitutionalists) 
Loyalists, and OAS representatives 

de los Santos Cespedes) Brig. Gen. Jesus 
Commander of Dominican Air Force in 1965i first to strike against rebels 
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Garcia-Godoy, Hector 
Dominican businessrnan and diplomat; provisional president from 3 
September 1965 to I July 1966 after signing of Act of Reconciliation 

Guzman, Silvestre Antonio 
Member of Dominican Revolutionary Party suggested but not accepted for 
provisional president; vice-presidential candidate with Bosch in June 1966 
election; became president in May 1978 and held office until August 1983 

Hernando Ramirez, Lt. Col. Miguel Angel (Army) 
Commander of 27th of February Camp at start of rebellion against Reid j 
his were first troops to rebel and call for return of Juan Bosch 

Imbert Barrera, General Antonio 
Surviving assassin of Trujilloj head of Government of National 
Reconstruction May-August 1965; replaced by provisional government of 
Garcia-Godoy 

Molina Urena, Jose Rafael 
Provisional president of Constitutionalist government for two days before 
fleeing to Colombian embassy; member of Bosch's Dominican 
Revolutionary Party 

Reid Cabral , Donald "Donny" 
Head of triumvirate and provisional president from 25 September 1963 
un t il start of civil war on 25 April 1965j considered pro-U .S. moderate 

Rivera Caminero, Commodore Francisco 
Commander of Dominican Navy and later secretary of armed forces in 
both Government of National Reconstruction and provisional government 

Wessin y Wessin, Brig. Gen. Elias 
Right-wing leader of Loyalists; commander of training center at San 
Isidro Airfield; leader of coup which overthrew Bosch in 1963; forced to 
retire by Garcia-Godoy and Inter-American Peace Force 

Brazilians 

Alvim , General Hugo Panasco 
Initial commander of Inter-American Peace Force from May 1965 to 
January 1966 

Braga, Brig. Gen. Alvaro de Silva 
Replaced General Alvim as peace force commander and served until 
disbandment in September 1966 
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Americans 

Department of the Army Staff, April 1965 
Vice Chief of Staff 
Secretary of the Army 
Assistant Chief of Staff 

for Opera tions (Plans and Opera tions) 
Chief of Staff 
Deputy Chief of Staff (o r Operations 

and Plans 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations 

(Special Operations) 
Under Secretary of the A rmy 
Chief, Western Hemisphere 

Ball, George W. 
Under secretary of state 

Bennett, W. Tapley, Jr. 

General Creighton W. Abrams 
Stephen Ailes 

Maj . Gen. A.S. Collins, Jr. 
Gene ral Harold K. Johnson 

Lt. Gen. Bruce Palmer, Jr. 

Maj . Gen. W.R. Peers 
Stanley Reser 
Col. E.A. Rundquist 

U.S. ambassador to Dominican Republic March 1964-April 1966 

Bundy, McGeorge 
Special assistant to President Johnson for national security affairs; chief 
of U.S. mission to fonn provisional government 

Bunker, Ellsworth 
U.S. ambassador to the Organization of American States; dominant 
member of OAS ad hoc committee 

Connett, William B., Jr. 
Counselor at U.S. embassy in Santo Domingo; deputy chief of U.S. 
mission; charge d'affai res fo r fi rst three days of civil wa r 

Dare, Capt. James A. (Navy) 
Commander, Task Force 44.9 

Mann, Thomas C. 
Under secretary of state for economic affairs ; President Johnson's key 
Latin American adviser 

Martin, John Bartlow 
Former U.S. ambassador to Dominican Republic; specia l envoy for 
President Johnson 

McNamara , Robert S. 
Secretary of defense 
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Moorer, Admiral Thomas H. 
Commander in Chief, Atlantic, after 30 April 1965 

Palmer, Lt. Gen. Bruce, Jr. 
Became commander of U.S. Forces, Dominican Republic, and deputy 
commander of Inter-American Peace Forcej later vice chief of staff and 
acting chief of staff, 1972-73 

Quilty, Col. Joe (Marine Corps) 
Chief of U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group in Santo Domingo in 
1965 

Tompkins, Maj. Gen. R. McC. (Marine Corps) 
Deputy commander of Joint Task Force 122; commander of Marine forces 
ashore 

Vance, Cyrus R. 
Deputy secretary of defense 

Vaughn, Jack Hood 
Assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs 

Wheeler, General Earle G. 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

York, Maj. Gen. Robert 
Commander of 82d Airborne Division and first commander of U.S. Forces, 
Dominican Republic 

Major Dominican Political Parties 

Dominican Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Dominicano) 
Democratic left formed by Bosch in 1939 while in exilej support from 
peasants, small landowners, urban workers, and urban poor; in 1962 won 60 
percent of votes and elected Bosch to presidency; became factionalized 
and more leftist after 1965 

National Civic Union (Union Civica NacionaI) 
Founded before December 1962 electionsj anti-Trujillo businessmen and 
professionals; supported anti-Bosch coup in 1963 and Imbert in 1965; 
suffers from factionalization between moderates and extremists 

National Integration Movement (Movimiento de Integracion NacionaJ) 
Founded February 1966 to promote Rafael BonnellYj 
conservative party with right-oi-center supportj opposition 
Dominican Revolutionary Party and Reformist Party 
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Reformist Party (Partido Reformista) 
Formed in 1963 wi th Balaguer as head and legally recognized in 1964; 
vehicle for Balaguer to seek presidency; right-of-center and rural support 

14th of June Revolutionary Movement (Movimiento Revolucionario 14 de Junio) 
Named for aborted Cuban-sponsored invasion in 1959; resistance 
movement to Trujillo and strongly Castroitej split (rom National Civic 
Union; supported Bosch and had representation in Garcia-Godoy 
government 
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